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ALPHA CHI COLONY
The sorority of Kappa Delta Alpha of Western Kentucky State
College was formed as a resu l t of two consolidations--the
consolidation of Bowling Green College of Commerce with Western
Kentucky State College and the merger of its two sororities; Delta
Theta, establ ished in 1928, and Pi Kappa Beta, established in
In September of 1963, these two groups of sorority members,

1932.

with addi t ional charter members, petitioned Western Kentucky State
College to become a recognized campus sorority .

.

In November of 1963, the 22 charter members were accepted as
an establ ished sorority on Western's campus .

During the past

year, the sorority has gained college recognition and approval in
all phases of college activities and various sorority activities
under the direction of the Panhellenic Council .
They participated in spring rush and accepted seven pledges:
Kathyleen White, Frances Townes, Juanita Overhults, Ruth Ann
Koostra, Carolyn Hancock, and Carol Crady.

The sorority worked

hard with these pledges in many activities

Taking part in the

annual Phi Sig 500 Race, they won the poster contest and several
points in the race itself.

There were several picnics with other

fraternities, and a dinner dance to end the year's activities.
the time the 1963- 64 school year was over, Western had colonies
for Chi Omega, Sigma Kappa, and Phi Mu.

Because of this, each

member of our sorority thought seriously about nationals all
summer.

Of course, there was rush to consider, too.
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By

When the fall semester of the 1964 - 65 school year began,
everyone was very busy.

There was now one more colony on campus,

and this was Kappa Delta sorority.

We were getting excited

because by November 1 we would be a year old and would be ready to
interview national representatives .
In rush, we accepted seven dedicated pledges .

They were:

Joyce Ann Perkins, Jackie Roper, Kay Twaryonas, Beth McDaniels,
Reba Cain, Jane Dunning, and Verona Meadows.

As they started

pledging, we started talki~g to national representatives .

After

many hours of contacting the sororities and talking and debating
over them, we decide9 upon Alpha Omicron Pi as the one for us.
There was what seemed like an eternal period of two weeks in which
we had to wait and see if we would be accepted as a colony.

We

finally got the news that we were an official colony of Alpha
Omicron Pi.
On November 4, 1964, Mrs. Linda Wittman came up from Nashvil.le
with several collegiates from Vanderbilt's chapt er t o install the
Kappa Delta Alpha local sorority as a colony of Alpha Omicron Pi.
There were 16 girls who received the colony's rose pins to wear
for six months of learning and preparation for becoming a fu l l time chapter.

Mrs . Wittman was with us through the six months .

We selected Mrs. Clyde Cates as our advisor, an Alpha Omicron Pi
alumnae .

Mrs . Rachel Allen remained as our faculty advisor.

We

named our chapter Alpha Chi in honor of Mrs . Allen and Mrs . Cates.
While we were working toward a national sorority, our fall
pledge class of 1964 was very active .

They had community

projects --a bake sal8, a rummage sale, and worked at the orphans'
home with the Phi Delta Theta pledge class.
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They planned a pledge

Christmas party where they presented skits, songs, and gave the
sorority 35 songbooks with the sorority songs in it.

They worked

hard and received their colony roses on January 20, 1965 .
The sorority had activities, also .

We were busy with working

on what we should know for becoming a national group .
tests were coming up, plus social events.

Pledge

We had a Christmas

Dance with the Kappa Gamma Chi fraternity on December 6, 1964.
Before we separated for the Christmas holidays , we had a breakfast
at one of the local restau~ants.
Upon our arrival back on campus from Christmas vacation, we
had a p l easant surpr~se.

Our president, Yvonne Ashby, was

sel ected as Kappa Gamma Chi (Sigma Phi Epsi lon colony) Sweetheart.
Af ter semester break, we started on rush again.

We got many

helpful hints from Vanderbilt , Murray, and Weslyan chapters.
came to Western during rush and helped at that time.
class was small but powerful.

Three girls pledged:

Fiddleke, Barbara Labold, and Lynda Huyck .

They

This pledge
Karen

Then came more pledge

tests , with Mrs. Wittman coming every month to help us with our
many problems and questions
During January, 1965, we selected our honoraries .

They were:

Mrs. E. A . Diddle, Jr . ; Mrs. E. A. Diddle , Sr.; Mrs. Olive
Gillespie; Mrs. Houston Griffin; Mrs . J . Murray Hill, Sr . ; Mrs.

J. C. Holland; Mrs. H. B. Kincaid; Mrs . O. H. Wallace; and Mrs .
Gl enn Lange.
Our pledges worked hard during pledge period .
rummage sales and a car wash to raise money.

They had

All members of the

sorority worked with them on these projects since it was such a
small pledge class .

On March 8, 1965 , they gave a pledge-active
3

dance.

They were installed into the colony on April 28, 1965.

As

a pledge project, they gave the colony 35 handbooks with all of
the members' names, addresses, and general information.

During

their pledge period, they attended many functions with the other
pledge classes of other fraternities and sororities.
J an Moore was up for Talisman Queen, but was defeated
Officers were elected, and many other committees and advisors were
selected

We worked on our Red Rose Ball all during April.

It

~

was held April 24, 1965, and it was very successful with lots of
fun.

Our pledge test was also given during April; we had 22 girls

to take the test and pass it.
The big weekend finally arrived after many months of
preparation.

May 8 and 9, 1965, were two big days--the beginning

of Alpha Omicron Pi on Western's campus.

We had 22 collegiates

installed, three alumnae, one pledge and seven honoraries.

Mrs .

Virginia Mylander and Mrs. Jessie Larner were present to install
the chapter.

It was a weekend to remember with our banquet,

installations, and reception.
We ended the year by attending the Phi Delt Sing contest and
participating in the Alpha Delta Pi 500 race.
There are many things to think back upon for this year; there
were many things to plan and look forward to in the coming school
year of 1965-66 .
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ALPHA CHI
The fall and spring semesters of 1965- 66 proved to be a busy
and productive period for the newly installed AOPi ' s.

Sixteen

girls were pledged in the fall to one of Alpha Chi's most
successful pledge classes in our history.

One of them, Janice

Sisk, was named "Daisy Mae" at the annual school-sponsored Sadie
Hawkins dance.

Judy O'Hair, another one of these pledges, was
...

later to become president of our chapter and receive honorable
mention in the balloting for the Perry Award .
Our officers for the year were :

President, Juanita

Overhults; Vice President, Carolyn Hancock; Recording Secretary ,
Carol Crady; Corresponding Secretary, Kay Twaryonas; and
Treasurer, Jan White .

Our King was Chet Strunk, a member of Sigma

Phi Epsilon Fraternity.
Juanita Overhults was one of our most active collegiates .
She was named to Who's Who Among Students in American Universities
and Colleges, served as a reporter of the College Heights Herald
and to the Panhellenic Council, was a member of two honorary home
economics clubs and the Honors Program, was designated a
President's Scholar, and was voted AOPi's Most Outstanding Senior
by the chapter.

Other outstanding members were Ramona Laffoon,

Miss SNEA, and Ruth Ann Koostra, who was elected Athenian Queen.
This was a meaningful and important accomplishment for Ruth Ann- the award is given to the Panhellenic member who contributes the
most to the overall Greek spirit at Western.
In the spring of 1966, 18 girls pledged our sorority.
in the semester, however, two of these girls depledged--one
5

Later

because of financial troubles and the other because of her
impending marriage.
The Alpha Chi's worked hard for the Arthritis Foundation and
participated in many campus events .

During Greek Week, we placed

third in the Phi Delta Theta Spring Sing Contest.
The f all semester of 1966 began with a great pledge class of
20 pledges; in the spring semester , we had another grea t rush
period and pledged 20 more girls.

Our chapter now had a

membership of over forty, and
we worked hard all year in and for
...
various activities .

We began sponsoring "Cards '. N . Fashions, " a

modeling s h ow, to co~lect money for the Arthritis Foundation.
This wa s a very successful project and was sponsored for several
years.

We worked throughout the year for the Frontier Nursing

Service in Appalachia.

We also ranked first in scholarship among

all the other Panhellenic members.
Our officers for the year were:

President, Karen Fiddelke;.

Vice President, Kay Twaryonas; 2nd Vice President, Carol Crady;
Corresponding Secretary, Beth McDaniel; Recording Secretary, Jane
Dunning; and Treasurer, Barbara Jane Young .
Our King for this year was David Towell, a member of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity.

In March of 1967, David and Karen were

married; and they still live in Bowling Green.

Karen is one of

our most active alumnae and serves as our Regiona l Extension
Officer .
Members of Alpha Chi received many individual honors .

Reba

Jean Cain, Kay Ellen Twaryonas, and Mary Ann Brooks were named toWho's Who .

Susan Steen was Sweetheart of Sigma Phi Epsilon, and

Beverly Marsh was on the Homecoming Queen Court .
6

Kay Twaryonas

was voted Alpha Chi's Outstanding Senior.

Also, our spring pledge

class received an award for participation in "University Day at
the Boy's Club."
Alpha Chi was still growing, as we began the new academic
year with over fifty members.

This year proved to be one of the

most productive and active in our history, and many thanks went to
our great president, Judy O'Hair, who was given Honorable Mention
for the Perry Award at Convention.

Judy did an excellent job in

leading the chapter througl-t two successful rush periods, the
Panhellenic Scholarship trophy for the second consecutive year,
better alumni and Pa~hellenic relations, and more successful
philanthropic projects.

Other officers included:

First Vice

President, Becky Rutter; Second Vice President, Susan Ward;
Recording Secretary, Susan Steen; Corresponding Secretary, Beverly
Marsh; and Treasurer, Judy Hines.
Scholarship, which the AOPi's always remember as one of our.
prime goals in college, continued to improve this year.

Our

chapter grade point average was 2.5; the women's overall campus
average was 2 2 (on a 4-point scale) .
Our chapter again worked throughout the year for the Frontier
Nursing Service.

We held our annual "Cards 'N Fashions'' show to

raise funds for our philanthropic projects.

We competed in the

annual "Spring Sing" during Greek Week and sang a medley of
"blues" songs.
Individually, many sisters distinguished themselves on campus
and within the chapter.

Jo Ann Buckingham was Sweetheart of Kappa

Sigma Fraternity and Jamie Carlyle was Sweetheart of Sigma Phi
Epsilon Fraternity.

Sherry Perkins was on the Court of the
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Military Ball Queen and was a member of the famous Rebelletes
Marching Team.

Three AOPi's were named to Who's Who Among

Students in American Universities and Colleges:

Alice Anthony,

who served as Reporter to TO DRAGMA for the chapter and was named
to the Dean's List and was designated President's Scholar; Susan
Clark, a Sociology major from Dickinson, North Dakota, who was
very active on campus in many activities; and Ann Moore Hurt, who
was named to the Dean's List, President's Scholar list, was the
president of Phi Upsilon Omicron, an honorary home economics
fraternity, was the recipient of a Kentucky Home Economics
Association Scholarship and was a Danforth Fellowship Nominee.
Within the chapter, Judy England was voted Most Outstanding
Senior.

Nancy Oliver was named "Miss AOPi," the award that is

most revered by any sister.

Anne Bradford was selected Best

Pledge for the Spring semester; and Jimmie Smith, a member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, served as AOPi King for this year .

***
The 1968-69 school year was a continuation of Alpha Chi's
growth and successes.

One new innovation on campus was the

increasing emphasis given to sorority participation in women's
intramural athletics.

The AOPi's got off to a good start in these

activities by defeating Phi Mu in the finals of the volleyball
charnpiOnship.
During Sigma Chi Derby Week in the fall semester, the AOPi's
competed well by finishing in 2nd place (behind Alpha Delta Pi) in
the week-long event, which consisted of track and field events, a
beauty contest, the Derby chase, and various other activities
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which vary from year to year.

One of our pledges, Gail Gailbreth,

was second runner - up in the Derby Darling Contest.
In November, the chapter entered the annual "November
Nonsense," sponsored by Chi Omega sorority .

We won second place

with our rendition of "What Did You Do in School Today?"

We also

held a picnic with the Chi O's which has now become a fun and
worthwhile tradition.

It has helped to strengthen our Panhellenic

relations as well as helped us all make many new friends.
Greek Week, the AOPi's won .,.first place in "Spring Sing . "

During
The

winning songs were "Camelot" and "O, Sacred Head . "
Alpha Chi had nine pledges during the fall semester; they
proved to be very hard - working, dedicated, and a wonderfu l asset
to our chapter .

Susan Ward, pledge trainer, did an excellent job

in bringing the pledges closer to those things that the collegiate
chapter considered most important, such as scholarship and
fraternity education.

The pledges presented the active chapter

with a ''work day" in order to raise money for the pledge- active
dance.

Also, at Alpha Chi's Christmas Dance, the collegiates

were presented with a beautiful songbook made by the pledges; at
Founder's Day they gave a skit that showed the love and respect
they had gained for our founding heritage .

Their pledge- acti ve

dance, with a "newspaper" theme, was held on January 10, 1969 ; and
everyone was required to wear a costume that was either black,
white, or "read. "
The pledge class again won the Phi Delta Theta Scholarship
Trophy for the third consecutive year; therefore, the chapter was·
allowed to keep the traveling trophy .

Alpha Chi's overall grade

point average this year was 2.603--fourth place among the eight
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Panhellenic sororities.

The best pledge of the semester was

Carolyn Holditch.
The spring pledge class of 13 girls proved to be another
outstanding group.

They won first place in the Kappa Sigma

Fraternity Slave Sale and worked hard in all other activities,
including the AOPi-sponsored "Cards 'N Fashions" in March.

At

Spring Formal, the chapter was presented with a silver loving cup
by the pledge class to begin another long-lasting and meaningful
AOPi tradition.

Other act~vities of the year included a roadblock

to raise funds for the Arthritis Foundation, a Christmas party for
the underprivileged ~hildren at the Bowling Green Girls Club,
and helping one of our alumnae care for her crippled child.
The officers for this year included:

President, Pam Sikora;

First Vice President, Susan Ward; Second Vice President, Pam Head;
Corresponding Secretary, Beverly Marsh; Recording Secretary,
Barbara Bewick; and Treasurer, Judy Hines.

The AOPi King for this

year was Doug Nally, a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
Alpha Chi had many outstanding members.

Charlene Farruggio was

President of the Panhellenic Council, Jeannie Hudson was a
candidate for Homecoming Queen, Susan Wa=d was a candidate for
Athenian Queen, and Sherry Perkins was again on the Court of the
Military Ball Queen.

Carolyn Cash was a "Silver Girl" twirler for

the Big Red Marching Band.
of Kappa Sigma.

Gayle Drake was selected as Sweetheart

Three AOPi's were elected to Who's Who:

Aukerman, Jamie Carlyle, and Linda Jo Tarrant.

Lynn

Kathi Camuel was

voted "Most Outstanding Senior."
After another successful year, the sisters of Alpha Chi
looked forward to better and better things as the decade drew to a
10

close.

Although the Greek system as a whole went through a

decline in the late 1960's, this era seemed to be coming to an
end.

***
One of our chapter's most prized accomplishments in the
school year 1969-70 was our collection of $1,000 for the Arthritis
Foundation in the fall semester.

The Alpha Chi's held our own

roadblock and participated in an Arthritis Drive held in Bowling
Green.

We also held a verx successful State Day during the year

that was hosted by our alums.

We participated in workshops and

listened to chapter ~eports; after the luncheon, our speaker
stressed t he importance of the role of an alumnae.
Our newly elected officers included:

President, Kathy

Bradshaw; First Vice President, Beverly Cox; Second Vice
President, Anne Bradford; Corresponding Secretary, Marsha Bird;
Recording Secretary, Barbara Bewick; and Treasurer, Susan Hunter.
James Swiggart was elected to serve as our King.
The AOPi's did well in the classrooms this year, as our
chapter GPA was 2.574; the women's campus average was 2.4866.
However, we were still in fourth place (behind Kappa Delta, Alpha
Xi Delta, and Chi Omega) among Panhellenic members.
Many active girls on campus were members of Alpha Omicron Pi.
Janie Heathcoat, Susan Ward, Jeannie Hudson, and Kathy Bradshaw
were members of Western's Associated Students.

Sherry Perkins and

Brenda Alexander were members of the Rebelletes Team.

Carolyn

Cash was a "Silver Girl," Suzanne Jones was a candidate for
Military Ball Queen.

Marga Griffin was named AOPi's "Most

Outstanding Senior."

Jeannie Hudson was a finalist in the Miss
11

Western contest, junior class secretary , and a member of the
Honors Program.

Michelle Koehler was a finalist in the Miss

Massachusetts pageant where she was voted" Miss Congenial ity."
Wedding bells chimed as many of our sisters made the trip to
the altar.
were:

Among those getting married during the summer of 1969

Jane Bush, Mary Ann Downey, Betty Gordon, Susan Lee Hill ,

Judy Hines, Rhonda Parks, Susan Ward (to Doug Nally, former King
for our chapter), Carolyn Holditch, Patricia Franklin, and Jerrie
Caney.

***
The first school year of the new decade began on a good note
as Alpha Chi pledged 18 beautiful girls.

Some of the g i rls from

this pledge class became some of our most hard - working members.
We again sponsored "Cards 'N Fashions" to raise funds to meet our
na t ional pledge and also worked with the Arthritis Drive in
Bowling Green.

Our chapter GPA continued to rise and stay ahead

of the women's overall average on campus .

This year our average

was 2 . 7 while the women's overall average was 2.6 .

At the start

of the spring semester, nine more girls pledged our sorority .
The newly elected officers for the year were:

President,

Marsha Bird; Vice President, Ann Bradford; Recording Secretary,
Sue Ellen Stewart; Corresponding Secretary, Barbara Halfhill; and
Treasur~r, Susan Hunter.
As always, many AOPi's distinguished themselves on Western's
campus in a variety of different ways .

Lois Eiglebach was fourth

runner - up in the Miss Western contest; Claudia Houston was elected
Athenian Queen .

Cindy Cherry served Western as a varsity

cheerleader, and Marsha Bird and Jennifer Waddle were elected to
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Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.
Many of our sisters were involved in numerous other activities,
such as honorary fraternities, departmental clubs, and fraternity
little sisters.

Marsha Bird was honored as the chapter's "Most

Outstanding Senior."
Two of our sisters repeated the wedding vows during the
summer of 1970.

Ann Carol Baker and Richard Mathews were married

on June 6; Wanda Carolyn Groce and William Humphrey, Jr., were
married on June 14.

***
The school year .of 1971-72 became one of the most successful
in the life of Alpha Omicron Pi at Western as we proved over and
over again that we were one of the top sororities on campus.

The

chapter had a busy year in working for our philanthropy, working
hard academically, and competing in campus activities under the
great leadership of our officers.
The highlight of our year was being the recipient of A Most
Distinguished Chapter Award at Alpha Omicron Pi's International
Convention.

This honor lent extra spirit, enthusiasm, and pride

to a l l the sisters; and it remains one of the brightest spots in
the history of our chapter.
During the fall semester, we competed again in the ADPi 500
Race and won again.

During Sigma Chi Derby Week, Jean Bodner was

first runner up in the Derby Darling contest.

The Sigma Chi's at

Western hold their Derby annually for the benefit of their
philanthropy, the Wallace Children's Village.

Derby Week is an

extremely hectic one with the seven sororities putting a
tremendous amount of effort, time, and spirit into i~.
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During

Greek Week, held in the spring semester, the AOPi's put out the
same amount of effort but with different results - -we won!

Greek

Week consists of many activities, such as track and field events,
Spring Sing, a blood drive, and a Tug - of - War contest.

The Tug-of -

War has become a campus tradition, and Greeks and independents

I

alike turn out full force to watch the losers become wet and muddy
and the winners become exhausted but jubilant .

r

We also worked very hard for our own special charities this
year, as well as help~ng other Greek organizations work for
theirs .

We again collected in the Arthritis Drive in Bowling

Green and held ,a campus program with all its proceeds going to the
Arthritis Foundation.

r

At Christmas time, the Alpha Chi's hosted c

party for the underprivileged at the Bowling Green Girls Club.
The children had a marvelous time and so did we, as we again felt
the truth of the saying by Henry Drummond, "You will find as you
look back upon your life, that the moments that stand out are the
moments when you have done things for others."
Individually, the AOPi's had many successes this year.

Loi~

Eiglebach was named Miss Western in April, and Susan Tassie was
voted Miss Congeniality in that same contest.

The AOPi's were

thrilled and proud to watch two of their sisters receive the top
two prizes in this coveted contest.

Patti Ford also became a

campus beauty queen when she was selected as Western's
representative to the Mountain Laurel Festival.
The chapter also excelled academically as Joni Bradshaw,
Debbie Garnett, Dean Hite, Patty McPherson, Marilyn Meyers, Sus;
Phillips, and Susan Tassie were named to the Dean's List (grade
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point average of 3.3 to 3.79); Paula Hinton and Beth Ingram were
designated President's Scholars (GPA of 3.8 to 4.0)
The AOPi's also did their part in helping to preserve dorm
sanity as Paula Hinton served as a Dorm Counselor and Debbie
Garnett and Becky Mills paugh served as Dorm Presidents.

Sylvia

Hallenberger and Cindy Cherry helped the chapter keep our spirit
for Western's "Big Red Machine."

Sylvia had the honor of Head

Majorette for Western's Marching Band, and Cindy was a vars i ty
cheerleader and a candidat~ for Homecoming Queen .

Other honore9

sisters included Jaye Beisler, a cheerleading fina l ist and member
of the Mili t ary Ball Queen Court; Rhonda Bettencourt, Sweetheart
of RADAR; and Dotty Carlisle, who was a candidate for Athenian
Queen and elected to Who's Who; Nancy Davis, who was given the
Staff Award for the College Heights Herald newspaper; Cheri
Hoxworth, a Trackette; and Lisa McArthur and Sue Ellen Stewart,
named to Who's Who.

Sue Ellen was also the recipient of the

chapter's "Most Outstanding Senior" award.

Frank Rizzo, a member

of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, was elected King for this year.

***
The 1972-73 school year started off with a bang as the AOPi's
triumphe d in the Alpha Delta Pi 500 Race for the fourth
consecutive year.

Winning this contest has become something of an

AOPi tradition, and we seem to have an uncanny knack for doing
especially well in the tricycle races, which we always win by huge
margins.

We again participated in the Sigma Chi Derby (we

finished second, behind Alpha Delta Pi--they seem to have the same
knack for winning the Derby as we do for winning their 500!); our
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own Clara Blair won the Derby Darling contest .

In the spring, the

AOPi ' s won Greek Week for the second year in a row.
Honors among sisters were plentiful again this year as Susan
Tassie and Marietta West Peckenpaugh were named to Who's Who.
Lois was second runner-up for Homecoming Queen, and Lois and Cindy
Cherry served as varsity cheerleaders.

Cherie Hoxworth was

elected Sigma Nu Sweetheart; Robbie Steder was given the coveted
"Miss AOPi" award at our Winter Formal; and Susan Phillips was
named "Most Outstanding Senior."
The Alpha Chi's worked hard this year for the Arthritis
Fo u ndation by sponsor,ing a new event , the Brawny Beauty Pageant .
Campus men representing various fraternities and sororities
competed in the "beauty pageant," in which they were judged in
evening gown, talent , and question- answering competition .

The

pageant was a great success and a lot of fun for everyone
involved .

At Christmas, we hosted a Christmas party and bought

presents for children at the Potter Orphanage Home.
At the beginning of the spring semester, 15 hard-working and
dedicated girls pledged AOPi .

Appropriately nicknamed "The

Faultless Fifteeners," this pledge class proved to be the epitomy
of all that is beautiful in our sisterhood.

They pledged at a

time when the entire chapter needed their enthusiasm and drive;
and these girls asserted themselves with tremendous energy and
carried the chapter to new successes, higher aspirations, and
greater sisterhood.

Many, many roses go to them for their

contributions, together and separately, will never be forgotten.

***
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The sisters of Alpha Chi began the 1973-74 school year with a
wonderful pledge class of 24 girls whose pledge class name turned
out to be "Two Dozen Tomatoes."

AOPi had the largest pledge class

on campus this semester and the fourth largest active chapter
(behind Kappa Delta, Alpha Delta Pi, and Chi Omega).

The theme of

their pledge-active dance was "The Roaring Twenties," and everyone
had great fun dressing up like "flappers ."

The Best Pledge of the

semester was Julie Hammond; the Best Collegiate award, given by
the pledge class, went to ~harlotte Hiler.

Charlotte was Julie's

big sister .
Homecoming '7 3 P,r oved to be one of the highlights of our
year, as Cherie Hoxworth was elected Homecoming Queen by the
entire student body .

The theme for Homecoming was "Movie

Memories;" and our float, built in conjunction with the Chi
Omegas, won the Alumni Award.
The AOPi's triumphed in the Chi Omega-sponsored "November
Nonsense" with our version of the "Mother Goose Nursery Rhyme
Rock."

Under the talented direction of Cathy Dorton, the skit

featured a contemporary look at nursery rhymes with a song and
dance routine.

We competed and placed in the Sigma Chi Derby; and

Janie Fergus led the way for the sorority championship in the
"Turkey Trot'' and to our second place in the overall campus
competition.
Our newly-elected officers took office at the beginning of
the spring semester and included:

President, Donna Mann; Vice

President, Cathy Bunnell; Recording Secretary, Joanne Peckenpaugh;
Corresponding Secretary, Cathy Dorton; and Treasurer, Janie
Fergus.

Also at the beginning of this semester, 12 girls pledged
17

AOPi who later became known as "The Dirty Dozen."

The theme for

their pledge-active dance was Western style, and the sisters all
enjoyed laughing at each other's costumes.
The chapter held our annual roadblock to collect funds for
the Arthritis Foundation during the fall semester.
and collected nearly $500.

We worked hard

At Christmas, we worked with the alum

chapter in distributing presents to the children at the Delafield
Girls Club.

In the spring, we again sponsored the Brawny Beauty

Contest.
The AOPi's did well academically this year -as more emphasis
began to be placed o~ helping the pledges and collegiates
scholastically.

An award was established for the Big Sis-Little

Sis best grade point average; and in the fall semester, this award
was presented to Julie Coakley and Cathy Dorton (both with 4.0's).
The pledges were required to study at least 15 hours a week, and
the chapter began to organize a tutorial program.
Many of our sisters were very active on campus.

Sylvia

Hallenberger completed her third year as featured twirler for
Western's band.

Kathy Rutherford did exceptionally well in

national speech competition.

Nancy Davis was Editor-in-Chief of

the TALISMAN, Western's yearbook .

Cherie Hoxworth, Lois

Eiglebach, Janice Cassidy, and Clara Blair were elected to Who's
Who.

Jaye Beisler was presented the "Most Outstanding Senior"

award.

Mike David served the Alpha Chi's as our King.

Another of the highlights of our year was our Founder's Day
celebration; and we were pleased and proud to have Adele Hinton,
International President, as our guest speaker.

The celebration

was hosted with the help of the alumnae chapter and attended by 40
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members, 21 pledges, and 8 alums.

Janice Cassady, our former

president, was chosen "Miss AOPi" by both the collegiate and
Alumnae chapters.

Founders Day was a time set aside for all the

sisters to remember and honor our founders, our ideals, and
everything that Alpha Omicron Pi stands for.

***
The 1974-75 school year proved to be a busy and fulfilling
year for our chapter.

Many new ideas and innovations were

implemented, and all were successful and improved the chapter in
many ways.

Two of these new ideas were: (1) Study buddies--each

pledge has an active with a similar major to study with her or to
provide any type of scholastic assistance she can; and (2) Alpha
Pi Guy Program--five guys are recognized by the chapter as ones
who are special to us.
The AOPi's pledged 20 wonderful new members this year.
Sixteen girls pledged in the fall and were labeled "Sadie's
Sixteen Sweeties."

They worked very hard all semester learning

all about AOPi and raising funds for their philanthropic project
and for their pledge-active dance.

Money-making projects included

a dinner raffle, stealing actives' paddles and auctioning them off
to the owners, and a very successful Sock Hop.

The theme of their

pledge-active dance was "Sadie Hawkins" and was complete with a
"Marryin' Sam."

The "Sweeties" were initiated on January 22.

Four more girls pledged at the beginning of the spring semester
and were named "The Fearsome Foursome."

They had to work extra

hard all semester because of the small size of their pledge class.
The theme of their pledge-active dance was "Fairytale Land" and
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everyone dressed accordingly.

The pledges themselves dressed as

characters from the "Wizard of Oz."

These four exhausted but

happy pledges were initiated on April 30.
The Alpha Chi's elected new officers at the conclusion of
the fall semester.

They included:

President, Cathy Dorton; Vice

President, Brucie Edwards; Recording Secretary, Lisa Horner;
Corresponding Secretary, Julie Coakley; and Treasurer, Janie
Fergus.

Mike Malinovsky was elected AOPi King .

The AOPi's excelled i ~ various events this year.

We again

won the ADPi 500; we placed second in the Sigma Derby, and were
pleased and proud whep Katie Schmidt was first runner -up in the
Derby Darling contest.

In XO's November Nonsense, the Alpha Chi's

sang and danced their way to a first place finish with their own
rendition of "Amateur Hour."

One of the bright spots of our year

was our Founders Day celebration on December 8.

Our program,

headed by Lynne Rousseau and Karen Towell, started off with a skJt
with a visit from Stella, Jesse, Helen, and Bess.

Later on in the

program, Mrs. Allen and Mrs. Cates gave a brief recollection of
Alpha Chi's beginnings.
presented.

To end the program, several awards were

Charlotte Hiler was recognized by the Bowling Green

Alumnae Chapter as "Best Collegiate."

Sue Botts was honored for

scholarship during pledgeship.
Alpha Chi's Tenth Year Reunion, held January 18, 1976, got
off to a grand start.

The festivities began with a cocktail party

at the Royal Arms Apartments.

Activities continued with a

banquet followed by the Red Rose Ball.

We were pleased to have

such a fine turnout of alums at this dance.
enhanced the success of the evening.
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Their presence indeed

At the ball, each sorority

pledge class dating back to the beginning of Alpha Chi chapter was
recognized.

Sisters Lynne Rousseau received the "Miss AOPi"

award, Katie Schmidt was voted "Best Active," and Janie Jenkins
was voted ''Best Pledge" for the fall semester.
The following day, the AOPi's held their House Dedication at
the apartment on 1220 State Street.

Many alums came, and it was a

time of renewing old friendships and celebrating the dedication of
our apartment.

For entertainment, 11 of the girls modeled

..

fashions that demonstrated the trends of the last ten year.

We

also presented a skit and sang some of our favorite AOPi songs.
The reunion proved to be a memorable occasion for everyone who
attended.
Our chapter was very busy during the spring semester.

Greek

Week was as usual an exciting time; and we were very successful.
We won third place in the track and field events, second place in
Spring Sing, and third place in Tug-of-War.
held on April 19 at Rough River.

Our Spring Formal was

Several awards were given with

Donna Mann being named "Miss AOPi," Katie Schmidt being named
"Best Active," and Lynne Rousseau voted "Most Outstanding Senior."
Awards for excellence in scholarship were also given.

All in all,

it was a night which we will always remember.
The AOPi's individually, as well as in a group, have a lot to
be proud of.

Many sisters were named to the Dean's List,

President's List, and were scholarship recipients.

Several

sisters were members of honorary fraternities, departmental clubs,
fraternity little sister organizations, student government, and
the Panhellenic Council.
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Girls who have won special awards outside and within the
sorority are:

Mardie Gob, Mountain Laurel Representative and

elected to Who's Who ; Cathy Dorton, Scholar of the University;
Martha Peters, Kentucky Table Tennis Women's Champ; Sharna Story,
Pi Kappa Alpha Dream Girl (fall semester); Charlotte Hiler, Pi

Kappa Alpha Dream Girl (spring semester); Vedie Jackson, Sigma Chi
Sweetheart; Katie Schmidt, President of the Lambda Chi Alpha
Crescent Club and Who's Who; Donna Mann, President of the Dental
Hygiene Class; and Cathy Bunnell, 1974 Homecoming Court.

***
The year just p~st has been a very successful one for our
chapter, and we are very proud of our sisters and our chapter's
accomplishments.

We started the fall semester of 1975 with a

pledge class of 17 girls, whose nickname was the "Kissy Kangas . "
(Alpha Chi's mascot is the kangaroo).

This group of girls held

their annual Sock Hop at Beech Bend Park, sold popcorn at one of
the Sigma Nu Powder Puff football games, and were very active in
intramural sports.

Their pledge- active dance, a Hawaiian Luau,

was held on November 21.
sorority.

In the spring, 11 girls pledged our

Unfortunately, one of these girls depledged close to

the beginning of pledgeship ; but we had a very active group of
girls and were very proud of them.

They, too, held a Sock Hop;

they surprised the chapter with an ice cream party and a
"kidnapping" of their big sisters!
The AOPi's participated in all the Greek Events on campus
during the fall semester.

In September, we won the ADPi 500 for

the tenth year in a row, with a lot of help from our championship
Dizzy Lizzy and tricycle teams!
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In October, we held a hayride for

all the sisters and their dates .
Sigma Chi Derby Week.

The second week in October was

We worked hard and placed third ; Marcia

Heckman did an excellent job in representing AOPi in the Derby
Darling Contest .

On October 18, we hosted a Parent's Day for the

families of all our sisters .

Refreshments were served and

entertainment was provided by the girls, who performed skits and
sang songs for the parents.

Later, many of the parents attended

the Tennessee Tech-Western football game.

We hope we were able to

reveal to our parents some ~f the meaning AOPi has for us .
The AOPi's did a tremendous job in intramural sports this
year .

During the mo~th of September, we competed in softball and

tennis.

We placed second in Sorority League softball, with pledge

Sandy Dorroh being named outstanding player .

We also placed

second in sorority volleyball, and we won the championship in
Sigma Nu's First Annual Powder Puff Football Tournament .

Other

sports we participated in included badminton, table tennis,
bowling, swimming, and track and field.
On Sunday, December 7 , 1975, Alpha Chi hosted a State DayFounder's Day celebration at the Red Carpet Inn.

We were pleased

to be joined by the AOPi chapter of Kentucky Weslyan for the
memorable day.

Pledges, collegiates, and alumnae split into

groups and discussed a variety of topics in their seminars .

The

Founder's Day banquet was held at 2 p . m., and our guest speaker
was our Region IV Vice President, Kay Sutherlin.

All who attended

agreed that there was no better way to learn more about our
sorority and our sisters .
Alpha Chi had a busy year doing many philanthropic community
service projects .

During September, many sisters collected in
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Bowling Green for the United Giver's Fund, in which the Arthritis
Foundation is included.

I

In October, the chapter gave a Halloween

party for the mentally retarded at the Comprehensive Care Center.
We also began to sponsor a new event for the benefit of the
Arthritis Foundation--A Road Rally!

This year we held two

rallies, one during each semester, and sponsored them in
conjunction with Kappa Sigma Fraternity.

We are very excited

about this project, and it is something very unique and original.
We also visited a local nu.r;.sing home several times this year.

At

Christmas time, we helped the residents of the nursing home
decorate their Chris\mas tree and sang Christmas carols with them;
and in February, we planned for them a Valentine party.

The

sisters enjoyed these activities as much as the residents!
This year's Red Rose Ball was held January 17, 1976, at the
Ramada Inn in Bowling Green.

Several awards were given at the

banquet preceding the dance.

Chapter Relations Awards were

presented to several sisters for contributions they had made
during the year.

Brucie Edwards presented the "Best Pledge'' award

to the president of the fall ''Kissy Kangas" pledge class, Claire
Edgington.
Jenkins.

Claire then presented the "Best Active" award to Janie
"Miss AOPi" for the fall semester was Cathy Dorton.

On February 11, Alpha Chi initiated ten girls into
pledgeship.

Nicknamed "The Top Ten," this pledge class was a hard

working group of girls and we are very proud of them.

The theme

of their pledge-active dance was the "Soda Pop Hop," and it was
held on April 9.

At the dance, the pledges presented the "Best

Active" award to Judy Parks; and Vickie Stevens was named "Best
Pledge."

I

l.
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Other activities during this semester included a retreat at
Cadiz , Kentucky, on February 21 and 22 .

One of the sister's

family cabin was used as a weekend haven for the sisters to enjoy
among themselves .

Awareness groups, consisting of attitude tests,

an exercise group, human potenti al tests, and questions such as:
"Who am I and where am I going?" were planned by the Chapter
Relations committee.

Duri ng the spring semester, the AOPi's

proved their great athletic skill by winning the sorority
basketball championship under the coaching of our King, Mike
Malinovsky .

Lynne Rousseau was chosen from the team to play for

Greek All-Stars wher~ she was named Outstanding Player.

Martha

Peters and Joanne Wohlleb took the championship in table tennis .
Our newly-elected officers began their jobs in January, and
they included:

President, Sue Spieser; Vice President, Linda

Owen; Recording Secretary, Joanne Wohlleb; Corresponding
Secretary, Beth Houze; and Treasurer, Martha Pet ers .
The annual Spring Formal was held at Kentucky Dam Vi llage on
March 27 and was a great success.

Several awards were presented

by the chapter to outstanding sisters.

A new award-- the

Collegiate Scholarship Award--was presented to the junior or
senior with the highest cumulative grade point average; and this
semester it went to our President, Sue Spieser.

The chapter chose

Brucie Edwards as "Miss AOPi" and Charlotte Hiler as "Most
Outstanding Senior . "

Mike Malinovsky handed down his title as

King to Will Vander Meer.

Another activity held during the spring

semester was the Mother- Daughter luncheon on April 10 .

It was

held at the AOPi apartment and was a lot of fun for all who
attended .
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A number of sisters have distinguished themselves in service
to the University as well as to their sorority.

Cathy Dorton,

Bianca Browning, Kathy Rutherford, and Janie Fergus were elected
to Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.
Vicki Colliver was honored as the recipient of a Diamond Jubilee
Foundation Scholarship.

Joann Ballance was very active in campus

theatre productions, and Karen Miley served Western as a varsity
cheerleader.

For the second year in a row, an AOPi will hold the

office of President of the Panhellenic Council.

Next fall,

Charlotte Gilliam will succeed Mary Reeder in this important
position.
Among our sisters who have become engaged or married during
this year are:

Beth Ingram, Joni Bradshaw, Becky Millspaugh, Pam

Webster, Marilyn Meyers, Jaye Beisler, Cathy Dorton, Janie Fergus,
Kathy Rutherford, Mindy Partain, Nancy Chinuge, Cherie Hoxworth,
Jenny Turpen, and Reta Thomas.
The Alphi Chi chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi has been in
existence at Western Kentucky University for 11 years.

Our

susces-ses and our-•sisterhood -fl.~ve grown from year t ·o · year; -a nd the
submotto of our chapter seems to have come true in the past as we
hope it will in the future.
REALITIES."
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"TODAY'S DREAMS ARE TOMORROW'S

1976-1977
By:

Sandy Gover , Regional Director 1988

***
The fall of 1976 began with a most successful rush with Alpha
Chi once again taking quota.
included :

The ''Foxy Fourteen" pledge class

Sandy Alford, Linda Cretella, Lisa Day, Allison Holt, Kirn

Houser, Tammi Mat his, Laura Phillips, Libby Smith, Lynn Suddoth,
Dara Truesdale, and Ann Week~.

They learned about AOPi and Alpha ·

Chi under the direction of Linda Owen, Pledge Trainer.

The pledges

and 57 members had a very busy fall semester including their annual
hayride, a retreat, and participating in the various campus Greek
events.
Alpha Chi was also busy during the fall raising money for
various charities.

They were dressing up as ghosts and goblins and

scaring people in the March of Dimes Haunted House for two weeks
before Halloween.

They also sponsored a Road Rally to raise money

for the Arthritis Foundation, had a Senior Citizens Birthday Party
at the Delafield Community Center , a bake sale for the Arthritis
Foundation, and the pledges washed windows on cars in parking lots
for a community service project.
The pledges sponsored the traditional Pledge-Active dance this
year, an~ the theme was a sports spectacular with everyone dressing
as different sports.

They raised the money for the dance by having

a Soc Hop and selling doughnuts.

They gave an AOPi Pennant for

favors.
We celebrated AOPi's 80th birthday with our Founder's Day
program on December 5, 1976, and our speaker was Peg Knopsynder, REO
IV .
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The fall semester was culminated by Winter Formal on January
15, 1977, at Red Carpet Inn.
maintained a 4.0 GPA .

Awards were given for sisters who had

They were:

Judy Bryant, Sue Botts, Brucie

Edwards, Claire Edgington, Marcia Heckman, Linda Owen, Mary Reeder,
Anne Rhodes, Sue Speiser, and Lisa Day.

The award for best Big Sis-

Little Sis highest GPA was Charlotte Gilliam ( Big Sis) and Kim
Houser ( Lit tl e Sis).

The award for Most Helpful in our

phi l anthropic projects went to Linda Holt, and the prominent annual
award recipients were:
Outstanding Alum - Lynne Rousseau
Outstanding Senior - Linda Owen
Miss AOPi - Pam Hawn
AOPi King - Craig Gaines
Best Pledge - Sandy Alford
Best Act ive - Kit Huey
New Alpha Pi Guy - Jeff Bunnell
On January 16, we had initiation, and then the semester
continued with new officers in place for the year.

They included:

President - Claire Edgington
Vice President - Elaine James
Recording Secretary - Judy Bryant
Corresponding Secretary - Lori Williams
Treasurer - Penny Wellinghurst
The Spring 1977 pledge class was busy all semester.
Rambling Roses" were:

The "Ten

Debbie Bloch, Pam Brown, Jeannie Browning,

Jane Good i n, Sherry Hartford, Cathy Pursley, Kim Robison, Sandy
Roso, Nancy Taylor, and Sara Westfall.

Their theme for

Pledge-Active was a Red Rose Roulette.

Everyone had a great time
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dressed as gamblers at the "Casino."

The favors were decks of

cards.
In January and February, over $100 was raised by selling
Arthritis pens for the Arthritis Foundation .

In March, the sisters

visited the Turtle Creek Nursing home and helped the residents with
their birthday party.
$1,000.

A Skate-a-thon in April brought in over

Each sister had sponsors for skating each lap around the

rink .
During Greek Week AOPi tied for first place!

Kathy Haile

served as co-chairman for Greek Week.
Spring Formal was April 2nd at Barren River Lake State
Resort Park.

Awards given were:
Best pledge - Nancy Taylor
Best Active - Vickie Stevens
Miss AOPi - Mary Reeder
Outstanding Senior - Charlotte Gilliam
New Alpha Pi Guy - Terry Hackett

Our annual Mother-Daughter Luncheon was held April 23rd at the
AOPi apartment .

New members of the Mother's Club were given an

Arthritis pen, and all the Mother's club members were recognized.
In May we closed the successful semester by initiating our
pledges and having our annual senior send- off.
The summer of 1977 took our president, Claire Edgington, vice president, Kit Huey, Chapter Advisor, Rachel Allen, Alum President,
Lynne Rousseau, and Regional Director, Karen Towell to Scottsdale,
Arizona, for our International Convention at the Camelback Inn.
That summer a new International Pledge program was introduced.
Alpha Chi won the Headquarters Cooperation Cup, and the alum chapter
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won the award to the best alum chapter under 25 members.
commended for their outstanding support of Alpha Chi .
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They were

1977-78
By:

Cindy Stark Hines

* * *
We started the fall semester of 1977 with a pledge class of "2
dozen and 2 kangaroos," an appropriate nickname for the 26 girls.
The pledges were noted for their mischievousness, and to
prove the point, they planned a kidnapping of their big sisters for
breakfast one morning.

Several of the actives thought they figured

out which morning it would be, so they congregated in one dorm room
to hide out.

The pledges then tied the actives' door shut and

waited until a different morning to actually kidnap them.
AOPi's, as usual, parti cipated in the many Greek activities
during the fall.

Sigma Nu Powder Puff Football proved successful as

we placed second.

Also, ADPi 500 was once again won by the AOPi's.

Another highl ight of the semester was a fall hayride at Sandy
Alford's farm.
Pledge-Active was a Christmas toys theme, and everyone dressed
up as a Christmas toy and danced the night away at the J.C.
Pavil ion.

Founder's Day was held at the Iron Skillet, and dessert

was served to all who attended.
SPRING 1978
Our newly-elected officers began their jobs in January, and
they included:

President, Lisa Day; Vice President, Kit Huey;

Recording Secretary, Cathy Buckles; Corresponding Secretary, Rita
Young; Treasurer, Sherry Hartford; and Rush Chairman, Jane Goodin.
Spring of 1978 brought a pledge class of 11 pledges.

A

slumber party started off their pledgeship--lots of food, scary
stories and a raid from some of the actives made it all the more
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fun .

While keeping up with their conferences and study hours , the

pledges helped the actives with a Valentine's Party at the Bowling
Green Day Care Center and the Dance Marathon sponsored by AOPi and
SAE for Muscular Dystrophy.

The Oance- a - thon was the largest

project of the year, raising around $2,000 .
To raise money for the pledge class, the Soc Hop was held again
with the pledges clearing $470.

Other ways to make money were by

selling doughnuts and having a "hotdog" dinner for actives and PiGuys .

..
In January, the AOPi's also hosted the first Annual Academic

Awards Banquet for Gree~s, sponsored by the interfraternity Council
and Panhellenic Association of Western.
or higher were invited to attend.

Greeks who had earned 3 . 0

Thirty Alpha Chi's were invited,

and the chapter received a plaque for having the highest G. P.A. for
an active sorority on campus .
Getting a visit from the Traveling Consultant is a special
experience for any chapter.
on January 9 - 13 .

Alpha Chi was visited by Denise Hembree

We all enjoyed getting to know Denise, and the

chapter truly benefited from the helpful hints that she was able to
give .

Meetings were scheduled with Denise, and she advised us on

how our officers could improve their office.

Because of the snowy

weather, she was able to stay through the weekend and attend our
initiation for the Fall pledge class.

Ritual was even that much

more inspiring knowing that we had an international officer present .
(This year Alpha Chi's received the AOPi Central Office Cooperation
Cup.)
Winter Formal was held at the Red Carpet Inn on January 21,
1978.

We were entertained by the band, "Halleujah" from
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Hopkinsville, and several awards were given out to some of the
collegiates:

Mi ss AOPi--Judy Bryant, Most Outstanding Senior--

Gwynne Runner, Best Attendance- - Claire Edgington, Sports Award- Sandy Dorroh, and the Social Award--Laura Phillips.

Kim Houser, the

Scholarship Chairman, presented an award to the Big and Little
Sisters who together had the highest G.P.A .
Bryant and Susan Mabry.
the Al pha Chi's new King.

The award went to Judy

Terry "Harpo " Hackett was also announced
The night was enjoyable for all who

att ended .
"Daddy's Little Girl" was the theme of our Daddy Date Night
held February 25.

We decided to show our appreciation for the men

in our lives and let tnem see exactly what AOPi is all about .
Displays were set up throughout the apartment, and the Sisters
presented a skit showing their love for their fathers and AOPi.
That evening everyone attended the Western/M . T.S.U. basketball game.
An awareness was held on the true meaning of love for a
Valentine's special.

It was led by Vickie Stevens and Debbie Bloch,

who helped the chapter remember how important it is at these times
to tell those close to us how special they really are.

At the end

of the program, awards were given out by the Chapter Relations
Committee .
Easter was a happy time for the pledges and their Big Sisters.
The pledges had an Easter Egg hunt at the apartment, and the Big
Sister whb found the most eggs won a steak dinner for her and her
Little Sister at the Iron Skillet!
surprise for their Big Sisters .

But the pledges had yet another

Very early one morning, 5:30 a.m.,

to be exact, the pledges sneaked into their Big Sister's rooms and
kidnapped them for a breakfast of doughnuts and hot chocolate at the
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apartment.

f

On April 16, a cookout was held on Sandy Alford's farm

for the Big and Little Sisters, and a special awareness was led by
Kit Huey, the pledge trainer.

f

The alums also had a nother successful "Alum- Mum" luncheon f or
t he pledge class .

The pledges wer e also entertained by the KD

p ledge c las s at a tea given for a l l the sorority pledge classes .
The AOPi's found a great way t o cure spring fever .
Formal was held at Barren River State Park.

Spring

The Pi - Guys were on

hand early to set up volleyball nets , softbal l, and oth er items to
entertain u s that afternoon .

The banquet started at seven, and the

awards were given out a t eight-thi r ty .
award s which were presented :

The f ollowi n g were the

Miss AOPi - - Claire Edgington, Mo st

Outstanding Sen i o r--Lori Williams, Behind the Scenes--Rhonda Jarboe,
Most Inspiring Active--Kit Hue y, Most Inspiring Pledge--Lisa
Downing , Most Involved--Jane Goodin, Mo st Innovative with her
Office- -Linda Cretella .

The Malinovsks y Sports Award fo r

participation in i ntramurals was p r esent ed to Penny Wellinghurst.
Fun, g ood times, and work are all a part of Greek Week .

I t was

an event filled with competition between the Greeks on Western's
campus.

The Alpha Chi's received second place in Spring Sin g ,

broadway night for sororities and fraternities.

At the end o f the

week, points fo r participation i n all the events we r e totaled, and
the AOPi's won first place!
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1978 - 79
By: Cheryl Stark Rushing

***
Fal l
Chis.
of!

formal rush proved to be a rewarding time for the Alpha

A pledge class of 26 was something to certainly be proud
With Kit Huey as pledge educator, the fall pledge class began

their pledgeship.

One of their first activities was a slumber

party at which they were aole to become better acquainted and
learn chapter songs.
To raise money, ,the pledges sponsored our annual Soc Hop.
They c l eared $360, which was a great start toward their pledgeactive dance.
sales.

They also sold cartons of M

&

M's and held two bake

They also hosted a taco dinner for the actives.

At the

Founder's Day celebration, the pledge class donated part of this
money to the Piano Fund .
A Halloween Party was given by the Bowling Green Day Care
Center, and the pledges had a skit and refreshments on hand for
everyone.

They also worked at the Radiorama sponsored by the

March of Dimes.
Sandy, a member of the National Youth Council for the March
of Dimes, helped organize a local bike- a-thon and conducted
workshops and sponsored speakers and conventions of which Sandy
was always a participant.

Sandy helped with publicity herself by

being on the TALISMAN staff, the Western yearbook.
Several retreats were held this fall.

A "mini" retreat was

held for all pledges and actives around at Millie Killian's farm.
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This was a special time for everyone to share thoughts and moments

f

with each othe r .
On Valentine's Day, an awareness was led by Vickie Stevens
and Debbie Bloch.

This awareness helped the Chapter to remember

how important it is to tell those close to us how special they
really are.

Awards were presented by the Chapter Relations

Committee.
Another awareness was held in April at the AOPi apartment .
Once again, the Chapter Relations Committee planned a very

-

inspirational program.

The Alpha Chis, along with Sigma Nu Fraternity, participated
in a Radiorama in November which raised money for the March of
Dimes.

Everyone spent a weekend taking pledges over the phone and

collecting donations at shopping centers to reach a goal of over
$2,000.
A Halloween party was given for the children at the Bowling
Green Day Care Center.

Some of the other projects included a

canned food drive at Christmas time, selling Arthritis Foundation
pens, giving birthday parties at nursing homes, and collecting
cancelled postage stamps.

These stamps were sold, and the money

was used to support starving families.
November 18th through the 20th marked the unification of all
Greeks at Western for the benefit of a national charity, the March
of Dimes.

During these three days, $3,000 was raised to be used

on the fight against birth defects.

The successful Radiorama was

aided by WBGN, a local Bowling Green radio s tation, and introduced
into AOPi by one of the members, Sandy Alford.
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Scholarship is one of the main goals of the fraternity.
are here princi pally for our education.

We

In the fall, AOPis were

honored by the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity for having the highest
sorority G.P.A.

A tea was held at the fraternity house, and the

AOPis were presented a plaque for their outstanding scholarship .
A new schol arship fund in honor of two special AOPis, Rachel
Allen and Clyde Cates, was also started in the fal l .

Each

semester a scholarship will be awarded to two members carrying 15
hours, with the highest G.R. A. for the preceding semester.
1978 recipients were:

The

Cathy Buckles, Jane Goodin, Laura Phillips,

and Rita Young.
Al pha Chis added a litt le something extra to their social s
this year.

Themes were used at all socials:

Lambda Chi Alpha

(Rodeo), Sigma Nu (Halloween), and Sigma Chi (Skating Party).
These are only a few of the socials that had an interesting title.
Alpha Chis had some other special invitations this year too..
Sigma Chi Fraternity hosted a T.G.I . F. party for AOPis on a Friday
afternoon, and it was a great success.

Sigma Phi Epsilon issued

Alpha Chis a special invitation to a cookout.
Alpha Chi hosted a hayride for all AOPis and their dates .
The hayride was held on the farm of Sandy Alford, and everyone
rode to a bonfire on wagons of hay .

Hotdogs and marshmallows were

roasted, and a sound system was set up at the site of the bonfire.
Rides on the wagon were taken throughout the evening.
An excellent pledge- active sponsored by the pledges ended the
busy semester.

The theme was "Circus·•, and the "Kangarubies" had·

the Pavilion well decorated.
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Kit Huey, a senior from Nashville,

(

Tennessee, was elected ''Best Active" by the pledge class, and Jane
Hutcherson of Louisville received the award for "Best Pledge."
AOPis have been working hard to improve the relations between
the sororities on campus.

We have participated in many rewarding

activities with other Greeks, and many new friends have been made.
The Chi Omegas and the AOPis got together and had an ice
cream party.

A table was set up with ice cream and all the

"fixins" for banana splits and sundaes.

Afterwards, each shared

their favorite sorority songs .
Hot chocolate and popcorn set the mood for a Christmas party
with the ADPis at the chapter apartment with refreshments and
caroling.
The Alpha Chis got together with the Sigma Kappas and shared
some of our ideas about Rush.

This gave each sorority a chance to

exchange ideas for ways of improving Rush for their group.
The Alpha Chis took a day to show their parents how much they
really love and care for them.

An afternoon reception was held

for the parents at Garrett Conference Center .
charge of the Parents' Day festivities.

Lisa Day was in

There were displays set

to show the various awards and activities that the AOPis have won
and the participation of the members in those various activities.
The ''Getting to Know You" rush skit was modified and used as the
entertainment.

Before the reception, all the Alpha Chis and their

parents attended a W.K.U. football game.
Founder's Day was held at the Iron Skillet on December 4,
1978.

All the actives, pledges, alums, and big brothers gathered·

to honor the founders of AOPi.

Diane Bartley, Communications

Coordinator, was the guest speaker, and she gave an inspiring talk
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and slide show on the duties of the Central Office personnel.

The

program included recognition of several people with Honor Cards .
We were e xtremely proud that one of the four new Traveling
Consultants was from Alpha Chi.

Claire Edgington was one of the

girls picked to travel for AOPi in 1978 - 1979.

She has

distinguished herself in many ways in the chapter and on campus.
Competing in campus and Greek events, raising money and
striving for a close sisterhood helped make the Fall 1978 semester
a successful one.

In the campus sponsored competitive events, Alpha

Chi was well represented.

We placed first in KO washboard, first

in ADPi 500, second 'in SN Powder Puff Football, and third in SX
Derby.
SPRING 1979
Our newly-elected officers began their jobs in January.
are as follows:

They

President, Susan Mabry; Vice President, Marcia

Becht; Recording Secretary, Rhonda Jarboe; Corresponding
Secretary, LaDonna Spain; Treasurer, Shawn McCullough; Rush
Chairmen, Allison Boyd and Jane Goodin; Open Rush Chairman, Lisa
Downing; Social Chairmen, Lisa Perdue and Jane Goodin; Chapter
Relations, Lisa Smith, Kit Huey, and Kim Robison; Panhellenic,
Libby Smith; Scholarship, Debi Wade; Fraternity Education, Marla
James; Keeper of the Ritual , Marianne Mccreery; Philanthropic ,
Mary Ann Forbes; Activities, Millie Killian; Sergeant-at-arms,
Marsha Kelley; Alpha Pi-Guy Coordinator, Sara Westfall; House
Managers, Cindy Stark and Sherry Hartford; Alum Correspondent, Kit
Huey; Public Relations, Cheri Canafax; Pledge Board, Dixie Elam,
Jane Hutcherson, Robin Faith, and Millie Killian.
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With our membership at ceiling, we were unable to have a
spring pledge clas s, but we never stopped rushing.

Two informal

rush parties were held this semester for the purpose of getting
the girls interested in not only AOPi, but formal rush as well.
Rush didn't stop though after the parties.

Formal rush

chairmen, Allison Boyd and Jane Goodin, conducted two workshops to
better prepare for fall rush.

Etiquette, rush rules and songs

were discussed and practiced.
This year's Winter Formal was held at the Heritage House .
"Black Widow" provided the music and entertainment.
For the first time in several years the formal was preceded
by a banquet at which fall semester awards were given.

Awards

were given to Lisa Berry, fall semester's Miss AOPi and Linda
Cretella, a Bowling Green Senior, was elected Outstanding Senior .
Chapter Relations also presented numerous awards to other sisters
who deserved special recognition for their contributions to the
sorority.

We also welcomed Steve Wilson and Tim Feagin to our Big

Brother program.

Ronnie Lee became our new King .

The evening

proved to be fun for all who came and was a great way to begin the
semester.
Track and field events kicked off the 1979 Greek Week on
April 12, and Alpha Omicron Pi was right on top placing first in
the competition.
Other competitive events throughout the week included a
spades tournament , college bowl, bed race, red wagon race , tug- owar and Spring Sing which was the highlight of the week.

AOPi

placed second in college bowl and third in Spring Sing with our
production of "A Very Strange Medley," Barry Manilow's commercial
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jingles.

Allison Boyd and Lisa Perdue directed the event.

An

additional feature of Greek Week was the two-day Red Cross blood
drive in which sororities and fraternities competed for a trophy
for the highest percentage of donors.
Except for the snow flakes, Spring Fonnal 1979 was another
success for Alpha Chi this year.

About 120 people attended the

banquet and dance at the Executive Inn in Owensboro on Saturday,
March 29.

"Hot Dancin' ," a group from Hopkinsville, provided the

music.
As usual, numerous awards were presented.

·La-ura Phillips, a

senior from Marion, was chosen Miss AOPi, while Sherry Hartford, a
senior from Sebree, was named Outstanding Senior.

Sandy Dorroh , a

Princeton senior, was awarded the Malinovski Award which is given
to the AOPi who has been an active participant and leader in the
various sports activities .
The newly fanned "Senior's Club" presented awards to the
Outstanding Freshman, Sophomore , and Junior .

Outstanding Freshman

was Dixie Elam of Murfreesboro, Tennessee; Outstanding Sophomore
was Allison Boyd of Nashville, Tennessee; and Outstanding Junior
was Millie Killian of Owensboro.
Several of the Alpha Chi alumnae came back for the formal.
They, along with everyone else, seemed to have enjoyed the
occasion thoroughly.
Our mother-daughter luncheon was held in April at the Iron
Skillet, and several homemade desserts helped make the luncheon a
success .

After lunch everyone was able to socialize, and our

mothers were given a tour of our apartment which was redecorated.
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This year's Senior Sendoff was an extra-special occasion .
There were the usual tears and hugs after reflecting over the past
years, but the programs given by the seniors and Libby Smith and
Millie Lillian made the night unforgettable.
Among our sisters who were in the spotlight this spring are:
CAROL PRECIOUS.

Carol was one of the five Derby Princesses for

this year's Kentucky Derby .

According to Carol, between 20 and 30

girls were nominated for Derby Princess by Derby Festival board
members or Fillies members ,~ an organization of women who sponsor
the Derby Ball and Derby Festival.

Interviews with the three out-

of - state judges took ,Place in January, and five Derby Princesses
were selected on the basis of attractiveness, poise and community

r

involvement.

The girls' primary function was to represent the

city of Louisville and the Derby Festival at many Derby festival
events.
JANE GOODIN, a junior broadcasting major from Lebanon, was
recently chosen as the University's Mountain Laurel
representative.

The contest was in May .

Jane has also been

selected for a summer internship position at Channel 5 studio in
Nashville, Tennessee, where she will write news and cover any
stories which break.

Other ways which Jane has distingui shed

herself on campus are as servi ng on the WKU disciplinary
committee, the ASG publicity committee, the Student Regents
advisory committee, an SAE Little Sister, a member of Omicron
Delta Kappa honor society, the order of Omega and has a 4.0 G.P .A.
CONNIE GIBSON, one of our fall pledges, was elected
Homecoming Queen.

Connie is also the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
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"sweetheart" and was the first runner-up in the 1978 Mountain
Laurel Contest.
Among our sisters who have become engaged or married during
this year are:

Karen Miley, Debbie Bloch, Lisa Day, Teresa

Jewell, Sandy Alford, Claire Edgington, Linda Holt, and Sharon

I

Samue l s.

f
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1979-1980
By:

Theresa Tooley Lowe, Corporation Board Treasurer, 1988

***
The summer of 1979 was great for Alpha Chi at International
Convention.

The chapter received the Philanthropic Citation

Award and the Distinguished Service Award, and Karen Towell
received the Rose Award .

..

The fall semester of 1979 started off with a bang with
Alpha Chi getting quota--24 new pledges!

Of these 24 girls, 19

were initiated, 4 depledged, and 1 girl did not make her grades.
At the October 4 pledge meeting, the pledge class was honored to
have as its guest Ginger Banks, International Vice President of
Operations.
The pledge class name was the "Hoppa Baba Roos."
pledge-active theme was "Cartoon Capers,"

where the pledge

class name and pledge song were revealed:
Pledge Song (Tune:
I.

Chorus:

Dr. Pepper Commercial)

I was an independent and so sad
Then I went through rush and now I'm glad
The AOPi's finally made me see
That they are Western's best sorority.
Now .

.

.

We are Hoppas
We are Babas
We are Roos
And all together we make the Hoppa Baba Roos .
(Background Twice)

II.

We decided pledging wasn't rough
Especially since the Pi Guys are so tough
We didn't know that pledging could be fun
But now we know that AOPi is number ONE.
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The

r

I

(Chorus and then Background three times)
Background:

Be a Baba - Be a Hoppa Baba .

Linda Davidson received the Ruby A with a perfect 4.0.

At

Winter Formal, Becky Woods was awarded Best Pledge, while
Theresa Tooley received the Sisterhood Award and Millie Killian
and Theresa Tooley received the award for Highest Combined
Big/Little Sister G.P.A.

..

Alpha Chi pledges of Fall 1979 had the highest G.P.A .
(2.8580) of any pledge class on campus.

Jane Goodin was honored

at the Academic Banquet for her 4.0 G.P.A., the highest Greek
woman's average at Western.

Recipients of the Allen-Cates

Scholarships were:
Fall - Carol Precious, Susan Mabry, and Debbie Tomes
Spring -LaDonna Spain and Pam Brown
The year was filled with Philanthropic activities which
included a Girl Scout Super Sleep-in at Greenwood Mall,
collecting toys at Christmas for underprivileged children who
attended a day-care center downtown, collectiP.g over 100 cans
and boxes of cat and dog food for the local Humane Society, and
an annual Skate-a-than for the Arthritis Foundation.

At the

annual Special Olympics, Alpha Chi was awarded for having the
highest number of volunteers.
-On Valentine's Day, Alpha Chi started an annual Have-aHeart Day.

The sisters wore white t-shirts silkscreened with

red "AOPi Have-a-Heart Day."

As a goodwill gesture, they

distributed over 1,500 lollipops free around campus.
Alpha Chi shined in the area of sports during the year.
The chapter placed first in basketball, volleyball, and softball
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- sorority division, second in Sigma Nu Powder Puff Football and
softball - campus division, and third overall in Greek Week.
The AOPis won ADPi 500 to continue the 14 year winning streak.
Several Alpha Chi's were recognized as fraternity little
sisters with the following receiving sweetheart honors:

LaDonna

Spain - Lambda Chi Alpha, Nancy Spires -Sigma Phi Epsilon, and
Beth Metzker - Sigma Chi.
There was a pledge class of three in the spring of 1980,
with 100% initiation at \he end of pledgeship.

"The Three

- Muskaroos" were Wendy Knowles (Ruby A), Shannan Kessler, and
Sandy Dearen.
Award recipients at Alpha Chi's 15th Anniversary Spring
Formal in Louisville were:
Miss AOPi - Jane Goodin
Malinosky Award - Millie Killian
Outstanding Senior - Debi Wade
INITIATED MEMBERS OF FALL 1979 PLEDGE CLASS
Theresa Tooley
Sheila Henderson
Suzanne Griffin
Rosie Rigdon
Cheryl Stark
Tina Rogers
Donna Sharp
Debbie Miller
San Syler
Becky Woods
Cyndi Chaffin
Susan Cottrell
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Linda Davidson - Ruby A
Shari Roso
Nancy Spires
Gena Thies
Dana Troup
Diana McAdams
Janet Badger
INITIATED MEMBERS OF SPRING 1980 PLEDGE CLASS

..

Wendy Knowles - Ruby A
Shannan Kessler
Sandy Dearen
FALL 1979 PLEDGE CLASS OFFICERS
President - Theresa Tooley
Vice President - San Syler
Secretary - Cyndi Chaffin
Treasurer - Susan Cottrell
Philanthropic Chairman - Cindy Powe
Chapter Relations - Diana McAdams
Social Chairman - Gena Thies
Historian - Janet Badger
Activities Chairman - Becky Woods
Song Leader - Donna Sharp
Chaplain - Ann Aukerman
Sergeant at Arms - Shari Roso
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1980-81
By:

Harriet Largen Lair, Financial Advisor, 1988

* * *
The summer of 1980 was very successful for Alpha Chi at
Region IV's Convention.

Awards were received for continually

pledging quota, staying at ceiling, most improved fraternity
education program, and most improved chapter relations program.
Jane Goodin was awarded Region IV's Collegiate Leadership Award.
The fall started off with a big bang with the chapter
reaching quota of 30 new pledges.

Of these, 25 were initiated, 4

depledged, and one did not make her grades.

The pledge class

name was "27 in Kanga Heaven '', and at the pledge active dance,
Millie Killian was awarded Best Active, and Joy Marsh was awarded
Best Pledge.

Becky Johnson received the Ruby A .
FALL 1980 PLEDGE CLASS
Sebrena Brantley
Sandy Bruce
Caryn Clouse
Linda Esselstyn
Jackie Ferguson
Susan Fisher
Laura Ford
Becky Johnson
Debbie Jones
Susan Jordan
Sharon Joslin
Anita Kerrick
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Robynne LaPera
Harriet Largen
Clarissa Lewis
Sue Long
Joy Marsh
Stacey Mattingly
Elisa McCarty
Maurie McGarvey
Bonnie
McLaren
...
Michelle McNeill
Cathy Miller
Libby Partain
Susie Roberts
Kirby Sack
Becky Sanderson
Cathy Schiess
Marla Young
The fall was a busy one with the Alpha Chi's participating
in November Nonsense (third place), Kappa Delta Washboard, Sigma
Nu Powder Puff football, and Sigma Chi Derby.

The Alpha Chi's

teamed up with the Pi Kappa Alphas to receive the Red Towel
Spirit Award for their float entry in the WKU Homecoming Parade.
AOPi won three big events in the spring of 1981.

Greek

Week was a smashing success for the chapter, who not only placed
in eight of the ten events, but placed first in five of them.
At the awards ceremony, Alpha Chi was presented the trophy for
Overall Winner of Greek Week 1981.

Our own LaDonna Spain was

named Sorority Woman of the Year at the presentations as well.
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A new award was captured by the sports enthusiasts of the
sorority .

The WKU intramural department awarded an All Sports

Trophy to the group that excelled the most throughout the year
in sports.

With a lot of team spirit, hard work, and

cooperation, Al pha Chi won this trophy.
Another victory for the chapt er was the Alpha Delta Pi 500 ,
making it the 15th consecutive year Alpha Chi has won the event .
They also won the Spirit award which was an added bonus to their
success.
The year was filled with many Philanthropic projects .

They

included sponsoring a Dance- a - than for Muscular Dystrophy, the
annual Skate-a- than for Arthritis, Girl Scout Super Sleep- in,
Wendy's lOK Run, and Special Olympics.
There was also a pledge class of six in the spring of 1981
with 100% initiation at the end of pledgeship.
received the Ruby A.
SPRING 1 98 1 PLEDGE CLASS
Martie Buckman
Beverly Cummings
Heidi Glassco
Donna Jones
Melissa Masters
Jeannie Tyson
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Melissa Masters

1981-82
By:

Nancy Spires Norris, Vice President

* * *
FALL 1981
In June, 1981, AOPi International Convention was held in
Kansas City.

Attending the Convention were official delegates,

Rache l Allen, chapter advisor, and Linda Davidson, chapter
president.

Nancy Spires, Vice president/pledge trainer and

Theresa Tooley, treasurer, '"also attended.

All the representatives

returned to W.K.U. in the fall with renewed dedication and pride
i n AOPi.
Chapter pride was exhibited from the beginning of the school
year as Alpha Chi pledged quota during fall rush.

Thirty women

were pledged to AOPi making us the largest group on campus.
Jennifer Smith, travelling consultant, was with Alpha Chi
throughout pre-rush and rush activities.
Alpha Chi members shared their rushing skills in the fall of
1981 when several sisters travelled to Lexington to assist with
the colonization of Kappa Omega Chapter at the University of
Kentucky.
As the semester got under way, the chapter was led by the
following officers:
Linda Davidson - President
Nancy Spires - Vice President/Pledge Trainer
Cathy Schiess - Recording Secretary
Cheryl Stark - Corresponding Secretary
Theresa Tooley - Treasurer
Donna Sharp - Assistant Treasurer
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Debbie Miller - Rush Chairman
Wendy Knowles - Chapter Relations Chairman
Shannan Kessler - Chapter Relations Committee
Kay Clendinin - Chapter Relations Committee
Linda Esselstyn - Chapter Relations Committee
Becky Johnson - Scholarship Chairman
Maurie McGarvey - Philanthropic Chairman
Jamie Nichols - Fraternity Education Chairman
Marla Young - Keeper of the Ritual
Theresa Tooley - Panhellenic Delegate
Sheila Henderson - Panhellenic Delegate
Becky Woods - Social Chairman
San Syler - Sergeant at Arms
Debbie Jones - Historian
Sandy Kinsner - Historian
Harriet Largen - Chaplain
Cathy Miller - Activicies Chairman
Sebrena Brantley - Activities Chairman
Joy Marsh - House Manager
Debbie Jones - Public Relations Officer
Rosie Rigdon - Pi Guy Coordinator
On October 31, Alpha Chi hosted its first Alumnae Homecoming
Brunch at the chapter apartment.

Attendance was excellent as many

alumnae and collegiates gathered to see old friends and enjoy
Homecoming festivities.

AOPi and Kappa Alpha fraternity teamed up

to build a float for the Homecoming parade.

The hours of hard

work and fun were well spent as members saw the float win second
prize.

AOPi was also very proud of Homecoming queen candidate,
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Cathy Schiess, who was among the five finalists for homecoming
queen.
Other AOPi accomplishments during the fall of 1981 included
winning Sigma Nu Powder Puff Football, winning first place in Kappa
Delta Washboard Jamboree and Sigma Chi Derby, and finishing second
in Chi Omega November Nonsense.

AOPi also won the intramural All

Sports trophy for the fall semester.

Pride in AOPi was at its

strongest during the fall of 1981 as members continued reinforcing
the motto, "AOPi is Best"!
The semester came to

a

close with lots of parties before

studying for final exams began.

Pledge Active had a "Tacky Prep"

theme and plenty of madras plaid, pink and green combinations,
whale and duck motifs, and add-a-bead necklaces were worn.

Fall

Formal gave members and their dates a chance to dress up for an
end-of-the-semester party, while the chapter held a Christmas
party at the apartment for members and pledges only.

Each sister

brought an ornament for decorating the tree and one small gift so
that every sister went home with a surprise Christmas present.
As the fall semester ended, members and pledges left campus
with the anticipation of returning for Inspiration Week and
Initiation.
SPRING 1982
The spring semester of 1982 began with a new slate of chapter
officers:
Theresa Tooley - President
Harriet Largen - Vice President/Pledge Trainer
Becky Johnson - Recording Secretary
Sue Long - Corresponding Secretary
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Heidi Glassco - Treasurer
Donna Sharp - Assistant Treasurer
Dana Troup - Rush Chairman
Shannan Kessler - Chapter Relations Chairman
Caryn Clouse - Chapter Relations Committee
Maurie McGarvey - Chapter Relations Committee
Debbie Miller - Chapter Relations Committee
Caryn Clouse - Scholarship Chairman
Debbie Miller - Philanthropic Chairman
~

Susie Roberts - Fraternity Education Chairman
Shari Roso - Keeper of the Ritual
Wendy ' Knowles - Panhellenic Delegate
Linda Davidson - Sergeant at Arms
Jeannie Tyson - Activities Chairman
Linda Davidson - House Manager
Debbie Jones - Public Relations Chairman
Jamie Nichols - Historian
Wendy Knowles - Chaplain
Nancy Spires - Alumnae Relations Officer
Becky Woods - Pi Guy Coordinator
In March 1982, Sigma Alpha Epsilon and AOPi sponsored their
annual 24-hour Dance-a-thon at Greenwood Mall.

The money raised

was contributed to charities benefitting muscular dystrophy and
arthritis.
Also in March, 30 Alpha Chis travelled to Lexington to assist
with the installation of Kappa Omega Chapter at the University of
Kentucky.
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One of the most important weeks of the schoo l year for
fraternity and sorority members is Greek Week.

AOPi won Greek

Week for the second consecutive year in 1982 and placed first in
the banner contest, blood drive, tug-of-war, penny drive, and
pancake breakfast.

AOPi also placed in several other events.

At

t h e Greek Week Award Presentations, AOPi won highest honors by
being named the recipient of the Sorority Excel l ence Award.
award i s presented to the best overall sorority on campus.

This
AOPi

was a l so ext remely proud of past chapter president, Linda
Davidson, as she was named Outstanding Greek Woman on campus.
Three senior members of the chapter - Linda Davidson, Cathy
Schiess, and Nancy Spires - were selected for membership in Who's
Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities.

Four

members were initiated into the Order of Omega Greek Honor Society
in the spring of 1982 - Maurie McGarvey, Donna Sharp, Nancy
Spires, and Theresa Tooley.
Toward the end of the spring semester, Nancy Spires learned
that she had been chosen as a chapter consultant for AOPi.

Seven

other AOPis from various parts of the country were also selected
to travel to chapters in all regions of AOPi to assist collegiate
chapters.
The spring semester came to a close with Spring Formal at
Barren River Lake Resort.

Linda Davidson was chosen Miss AOPi.
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1982-83
By:

Carla Spires Hargus, President 1982 --Newsletters

* * *
This has been another successful year for Alpha Chi Chapter!
The Alpha Chi's began the semester by pledging an outstanding group
of young ladies.

The chapter also remained Powder Puff Football

Champions and Kappa Delta Washboard winners for the second
consecutive year.

We were w~ll represented in homecoming by our

candidate, Becky Woods .
The Alpha Chi chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi has received
considerable praise for their excellent Formal Rush .

This spring

the AOPi's at Western Kentucky University were given the opportunity
to share some of their rush techniques with another sorority on
campus, Alpha Xi Delta.

Dana Troup, rush chairman for Alpha Chi,

lead the presentations with 40 AOPis participating.

The first half

hour was spent discussing the "Do's and Don'ts" of greeting and
talking with a rushee.
Alpha Chi then demonstrated a version of rotation which was
used during the past formal rush and had proved to be extremely
efficient and effective.

The AZDs had a small reception with relish

trays, cake and punch, making the time we were at their house even
more enjoyable.

The afternoon proved to be a success as it gave the

two sororities a chance to become better acquainted.

Alpha Omicron

Pi's and Alpha Xi Delta's relationship was strengthened, and both
groups of sisters became closer friends as a result .
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The AOPi's participated in the Girl Scout Sleep-in this fall
at Greenwood Mall.

This has become an annual event for our chapter

and one of our favorite philanthropic activities.
In December we installed a new group of officers who wil l lead
us through the corning year .

Leader's Council for 1983 will be:

President--Carla Spires
Administrative Vice President- -Sue Wanner
Vi ce President-- Sharon Penni ngton
Treas~rer--Pam Portman
Recording Secretary- -Ann Williams
Corresponding Secretary--Lori Proffitt
Rush- -Mary Beth Hancock
Chapter Relations --Caryn Clouse
Our initiati on was held in January, with a brunch following at
Rafferty's .

Anne Wortham was named "Best Pledge" for Fall 1982 .

Our many years of having the apartment as AX home ended with
the death of Joe Covington, our landlord.

The new owner was not

willing to allow us to continue renting, and we were FORCED to move
in December 1982 .
We moved across the s t reet .
until September of 1 983.

However, this new home lasted only

Zoning laws had changed since we rented

our first apartment, and now we were required to have a special
exemption.

Unfortunately, some of our neighbors were not willing to

agree to the granting of the exemption.

An organization of

neighbors living in the College Street area, S.0.0.N. (Save Our Old
Neighborhood), began an intensive campaign to have Greeks removed
from the area.

A moratorium on new Greek housing will exist until

May 1984.
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The Corporation Board has been working closely with WKU to find
a solution to our dilemma.
equipment .

We have had to store all but Ritual

Many of you will remember the days before the apartment

and what an ordeal it was not to have a home.

The Western

administration has been extremely helpful, and there are several
possibilities:

buying university land and constructing a house

either now or in the future; buying developed university property;
leasing university property; converting dorm rooms into chapter
rooms .

However, a decision 11.as not yet been made.

We all hope that

AOPi will have a new and permanent home.
Alpha Chi established a new office, alumnae relations, this
spring.
alumnae .

We felt a need to establish better relationships with our
Since many chapters already have this office, we decided

to add i t to our list.

Nancy Spires served as alumnae relations

officer during the spring, and Toni Flowers was elected to the
position for the fall.
Several activities have been implemented in conjunction with
this office in order to keep alumnae better informed of chapter
activities and to encourage closer relations between the collegiate
and alumnae members.
the Month . "

A favorite part of the new program is "Alum of

The chapter selects an alum each month to be honored

each week of the month by the collegiate members.
a small gift each week.

The alum receives

Some of the most popular gifts have been

roses, plants and gift certificates to Baskin-Robbins, car washes
and the Iron Skillet.
On May 1, 1983, the collegiate chapter hosted a reception for
Rachel Allen, in celebration of her 25 years of service as an
advisor, 18 for Alpha Chi.

Rachel's friends, colleagues, and
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sisters were present to honor her.

After reading a letter from the

Executive Board, the collegiates and alumnae presented her an
engraved silver tray and crystal rose bowl.

Of course, she also

received a red rose and a verse of "Beautiful Lady."

Rachel has

not only been our founder but also our guidance and strength.
work with the chapter and the corporation are outstanding.

Her

When she

resigned as chapter advisor this fall, all were saddened--Alpha Chi
Chapter and Rachel Allen, advisor, are synonymous.
Because the housing sit~ation had taken so much of her time ~nd
energy, Rachel felt that she would best serve AOPi as the
corporation president --and could no longer serve in both capacities .
With much regret, the chapter accepted her resignation; and in
October, AX elected Karen Towell as her successor.
Alpha Chi took honors at our Regional Conference in Louisville,
June 22-24, 1982.

Among the awards were Outstanding Financial

Management Award, the Alumnae Service Award--Rachel Allen, and the
Collegiate Leadership Award--Angie Schieman.
Alpha Omicron Pi's 1983 Convention was held June 28 through
July 3, 1983, at the luxurious Fairmont Hotel in New Orleans .
Attending from Alpha Chi were Rachel Allen, Alice Griffin and Carla
Spires.

They spent five busy days attending seminars and workshops,

mingling with 500 other AOPi's and enjoying the city of New Orleans.
While there, Mrs. Griffin was presented with a Rose Award which
honors alumnae who have given ou~standing service.

The Bowling

Green Alumnae Chapter was awarded a Certificate of Achievement, and
the collegiate chapter was one of the finalists for the
Distinguished Service Awards.
Our Chapter has been represented nationally this year by Nancy
Spires, who was chosen to travel as an AOPi Chapter Consultant.
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1983-84
By:

Michelle Martin, President

* * *
In keeping with tradition, the 1983-84 year proved to be
another success for Alpha Chi.

The AOPis of Western Kentucky

University let their pride and spirit shine on both the college
campus and the community of Bowling Green.
The fall of 1983 was b-he beginning of a new semester and the
beginning of AOPi sisterhood for 33 bright, smiling pLedges.

The

hard work, spirit, an,d dedication of a long week's Rush had
finally paid off, and everyone was pleased with the results.

To

celebrate, an AOPi cookout was held (August 27, 1983) and lots of
food, fun, and friendship were shared by all.
Some special activities that took place during the Kanga
Krew r s pledgeship included:

a retreat to pledge trainer Sharon

Pennington's house in Hendersonville, Tennessee, a sleep-in on the
AOPi floor, a pledge class car wash, a Rosebuddy dinner, a
hayride, Pledge Olympics, a Halloween party at Panorama (a home
for the mentally retarded), and the pledge-active dance.

The

Kanga Krews also enjoyed having their sheafs signed, getting Alpha
Hours, and making special friends with their Rosebuddy and Big
Sister.
The winning season continued with the Kappa Delta Washboard
Jamboree (September 29, 1983) and the Sigma Nu Powder Puff
Tournament (October 13, 1983).

Not only did AOPi place first in

both events, they did so for the third consecutive year.

This was

a victory never accomplished by any other sorority on the hill.
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In addition, the winning of Powder Puff entitled the AOPis to keep
the travelling trophy.

Both of these Greek events required weeks

of preparation and practice.

Here are a few of the AOPis who gave

both their time and dedication:
Participating in Washboard:

Lisa Esselstyn, Carla Spires,

Astrid Hoffman, Beth James, Lorie Proffitt, Ann Williams, and
Debra Stahl.
Participating in Powder Puff:

Donna Cooksey, Pam Portman,

Sue Wanner, Jamie Houchins~Anne Wortham, Linda Moraja, and Cherie
Heidorn.
Homecoming 1983 ,was held on October 29.

AOPis began the

celebration on Friday night at Big Red's Roar where they watched
several sisters perform the winning skit from the Kappa Delta
Washboard.
stage.

Big Red even joined in as he pranced with the AOPis on

On Saturday morning, a coffee was held at the faculty

house for all AOPis (past and present) and their dates.
Afterwards, everyone attended the Homecoming Parade where we
viewed our AOPi-PiKA float.

Our Homecoming candidate, Susan

Albert, was among the five finalists for WKU queen.
On November 13, 1983, Alpha Chi held its annual Parents Day
at Garrett Ballroom on campus.
Carla Spires.

i

The program was led by President

She and several other officers helped relay the

true meaning of AOPi and college life to our families.

Emily

Brown, historian, had a slide show presentation which included
several of the activities we had participated in.

The program

concluded with the winning Kappa Delta Washboard routine and
awards being given to the mother/daughter, father/daughter look-alike and to the parents who traveled farthest.
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The Girl Scout Sleep-in, another 1983 fall event, was a fun
success.

It proved to AXs that shopping is not the only thing to

be done at Greenwood Mall.

Instead, we discovered a new past

time, playing with 500 Girl Scouts.

The AOPis helped in all

aspects from painting faces, making crafts, assisting in games to
running a disco.

Even Big Red came out to join the fun.

AOPis had a great time and made some new friends.

The

The Girl Scout

Council sent Alpha Chi a crystal punch bowl in appreciation for
our contribution to this annual event.
The only thing missing of the Alpha Chi chapter on
December 3, 1983, was, the surf, sun, and sand.

Everything from

sailors and yacht club members to sea divers filled the dance
floor at Beech Bend Park.

This sea coast setting was the theme

for the Kanga Krew's pledge-active dance.

The festive occasion

was spread out over a period of two weeks.

It started when the

1983 fall pledge class put clues in helium balloons and tied them
to the statue of Henry Hardin Cherry.

These clues led the members

to a restaurant on Scottsville Road where the invitations were
distributed.

The dance was a true success.

During a short awards

ceremony, Jennifer Seitz and her date received the best dressed
award for their creative King crab costumes.
Initiation for the Kanga Krews was held on January 21, 1984.
It was a special time for all as the true meaning of AOPi was
revealed.

For two new initiates, Janice Albert and Karen Plummer,

the day was extra special.

Both of their mothers who are AOPi

alumnaes attended the initiation ceremony.
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With the beginning of the 1984 Spring semester came new
leadership for Alpha Chi .

Following is the list of those on the

new leaders council :
President - Susan Albert
Administrative Vice President - Anne Williams
Pledge Trainer - Cherie Heidorn
Recording Secretary - Beth Kinslow
Corresponding Secretary - Lori Flowers
Treasurer _- Darraugh Moffat
Chapter Relations - Angie Schieman
Rush Chairman - Anne Wortham
Social Chairman - Tammy Elam
Panhellenic Delegate - Sue Wanner
Scholarship Chairman - Michelle Martin
The new alumnae advisory committee inc l uded:

Karen Towell -

Chapter Advisor; Harriett Largen - Pledge Advisor; Li bby Smith Rush Advisor; Libby Smith - Chapter Relations Advisor ; Joyce
Hudson - Financial Advisor; Rachel Allen - Corporation Board
President; Alice Griffin - Corporation Board Treasurer.
Along with new officers, Alpha Chi also welcomed three new
pledges .

The new faces included:

Klingeman, and Angie Ottman.

Annette Goodin, Lynne

Although it was not a large pledge

class, the quality was an over-abundance.
Alpha Chi maintained its success in the spring.

At the

IFC/Panhellenic Academic Banquet in February, AOPi walked away
with many awards.

The honors Alpha Chi received included:

Highest Active GPA - Fall 1983 ; Highest Combined GPA - Fall 1983;
and Highest Overall GPA for the entire year of 1983.
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A special

sister captured one of the four individual awards given at the
banquet.

Julie Dusseau was named Western's Highest GPA Senior

Sorority Woman with a 4.0 GPA.
Two philanthropic events held this semester were the Rockin
Rock-a-thon and the Big Brother/Sister Valentine Party.

The first

event was held at the Greenwood Mall and was done in conjunction
with the Delta Tau Deltas.

Members from each organization

recruited community sponsors who pledged money for each hour the
member danced or rocked.

'the event lasted 24 hours and more than

$1,500 was co l lected for the Arthritis Foundation.

The second

event was a special party held for the children of the Big
Brother/Sister program of Bowling Green.

It warmed the hearts of

those who witnessed the under-privileged children take part in the
festive occasion.
Red appeared.

The highlight of the evening occurred when Big

We were fortunate to have the experience of working

with these special children.
Alpha Chi maintained its highest standard of excellence by
placing second in Greek Week 1984.
Spring Sing competition.

Also, AOPi placed third in the

At the Greek Week awards· ceremony,

President Susan Albert was awarded Outstanding Greek Woman.

The

AOPis also placed first in the annual Greek Week Softball
Tournament.

Sisters Pam Portman, Anne Worth~rn, Julie Dusseau, and

Sharon Pennington were selected for the all-tournament team.
Spring Formal 1984, Midnight Magic, was held in Cave City,
Kentucky.

The awards presented were as follows:

Sue Wanner -

Sisterhood Award; Carla Spires - Miss AOPi; Sue Long - Outstanding
Senior; Pam Portman - Malinowski Award; and Reid Poland - King.
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The evening was filled with excitement, and those winning awards
were truly deserving.

1

Among all the joy Alpha Chi experienced in 1983-84, we all
shared s ome sorrow.

I

I

On March 10, 1984, our sister and Chapter

namesake, Clyde Cates, died at Greenview Hospital in Bowling
Green.

A memorial service was held at the Episcopal Church on t h e

18th, and the collegiate chapter hosted a reception afterwards .
Clyde made a lasting impression on all of us .

Her strong

leadership willed that AOPi come to WKU, and her frugal wa ys
~

assured that the new chapter had a firm financial foundation.
In summary, the past year was a bright spot in Alpha Chi's
'

history .

Everyone involved s hould feel a sense of pride and

accomplishment .

Our dreams were definitely a reality.
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1984 - 85
By:

Julie Ross, President, 1987 - 88

* * *
The Fall of 1984 began with a very successful rush!!!!
reached quota which gave us a pledge class of 25.

We

They kept the

winning t radition of AX alive as they placed FIRST in the Pledge
Olympics.

Many of the girls became active in chapter functions

such as intramural sports.

A car wash was sponsored by our

pledge class to help our philanthropy .
~

time for all involved.

This proved to be a fun

Another fun time was a pledge class

retreat at a sister's, home in Glasgow.
to get to know each other better.
our pledges found time to study!

It was a time for everyone

Even among these fun times,
They were awarded the fall

pledge class award at the academic banquet.
them.

The annual pledge- active dance was held in December at

Manhattan Towers .
20's!

I
1

We were very proud of

The dance took us back in time to the Roaring_

Many of the costumes were very creative and it was a very

fun time.

Pledgeship was soon drawing to a close.

Through the

guidance of pledge educator, Cherie Heidorn, 22 girls were
initiated into the wonderful world of AOPi on February 2, 1985 .
They were known at the 22 Roaring Roos!
Fa ll Rush 1984 not only gave us a super pledge class, but it
was a time of change for AX's rush.

Due to the hard work of the

Rush committee, two new party plans were put into effect.
Wizard of WKU Theme party was the talk of the campus!
Preference Party also consisted of new songs and skits.
committee consisted of:

The

Our
The Rush -

Mary Beth Hancock, Ann Hancock, Jamie

Houchins, Carla Spires, Lisa Esselstyne, Beth James, and Anne
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Wortham.

Their efforts paved the way for many more successful

rushes down the road.
The AX'S were very busy in many Greek events during the fall
semester.

Early in October was Kappa Delta's Washboard Jamboree;

we placed second overall.
efforts.

We were very proud of our sisters'

Soon after this was over, we had our annual Girl Scout

Sleep-in at Greenwood Mall.
Girls Scouts.

The evening was spent helping with games and even

painting faces .

This was tjie sixth year in a row we had slumbered

in Greenwood Mall!
and their dates .
October.

We spent the night with over 500

Also in October was a hayride for all sisters
Sigma Nu Powder Puff is always a big event in

We were trying to go for a record four years in a row as

champions, but our hopes faded away as we were defeated in the
second round.

Our team worked many long hours --they showed great

sportsmanship and competitive spirit.

We are ready for next year!

The month of November began with Homecoming on the third.
were paired with the men of Kappa Alpha Order.
character was the main attraction on our float .

We

A Mickey Mouse
Our homecoming

queen candidate, Tammy Elam, was a beautiful representative for
AOPi.

A homecoming brunch was held at the apartment after the

game for all collegians and alumnae.

A Powder Puff Football game

between collegians and alumnae was held on Sunday, November 4, the
winner unknown!

Later in the month, silliness abounded as we took

first place honors in Chi Omega's November Nonsense .

We captured

the audiences' hearts in attempting to fight off a stinging attack
by bees --we were dressed in yellow-striped garbage bags.
Throughout the fall semester, AX's were very busy in
intramural sports .

We had a tremendous showing all along!
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We

[
1

placed FIRST in the Turkey Trot (a fun event to watch), Ping Pong
Doubles and also in Basketball.

1

We also took second place in

Swimming and third in Badminton.
The month of December brought to mind the beginning of AOPi.
Founder's Day was celebrated on Sunday, December 7, with a
luncheon for collegians and alumnae.

At Christmas time, our

pledges spent an evening visiting local hospitals and nursing
homes, singing Christmas carols and getting acquainted.

Finals

..

were now over, and the chapter looked forward to the Christmas
break!
The spring semester began with the members anxiously awaiting
the celebration of our chapter's 20th birthday!

Once again we

were active with many events planned for the semester.

First on

the agenda was the AOPi "Have a Heart Day" scheduled for
February 14.
handed

On this day, members wore buttons and jerseys and

heart suckers out to prospective rushees.

February, we participated in Sigma Chi Derby .
with many fun and crazy events!

Also in

The week was filled

We were proud to have Leigh Ann

Bristol represent us in the Derby Dar.ling Con.test--she was ..our
darling!
Arthritis ·.

Another BIG event for us was our annual Rock-a-than for
This year we kept the pace with a little he l p from the

men of Delta Tau Delta fraternity.

It was a very successful

function and benefited both of our philanthropies.
Once again, AX's had a strong showing in Intramural
athletics.

We came away with a first place finish in the

Volleyball competition!

To add to this, we placed second in

Badminton, Table Tennis, and Billiards.
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A third place honor was

l
achieved in Bowling.

We had a treme ndous effort all year long by

all of our athletes!
Alph a Chi's were once a g ain p s yched for Greek Week!

I
l

second week in April was devoted to building Greek spirit
participation in many activities .

l
I

through

These activities included :

the

banner contest, penny drive, Greek feud, blood drive, softball,
tug- of-war, and events day.

l

The

The week ended with the Spring Sing

competition, in which we took second place honors.

We also took

second place honors overall in Greek Week and made an impressive
showing at the Awards Banquet.

Senior Angie Schieman was voted

"Outstanding Greek Woman, " and Karen Towell was honored as
"Outstanding Greek Advisor."

[

Finally it was time for Spring Formal!
at the Galt House in Louisville, Kentucky .

1

l
I
(

of our twenty years on Western's campus.
"Run for the Roses. "

It was held April 13
It was a celebration

The actual theme was

Many alumnae attended, and it was a

marvelous celebration of our sisterhood.
A number of sisters served other fraternities, the University
as well as their sorority throughout the year .

Twenty- eight of

our members served Fraternities as little sisters.

I

I

their letters proudly.
Order's Rose!

Tracy Mattingly was chosen as Kappa Alpha

Tracy was also awarded the Most Outstanding

Advertising Graduate and received an advertising internship in
New York for the summer.

l

They wore

Linda Alford was selected as the Most

Outstanding Biology Graduate and will attend U of L Medical
School.

Several sisters served as officers in campus

organizations :

Debra Stahl, ASG Secretary; Cherie Heidorn, Spir-3:t

Masters; Toni Flowers, Panhellenic officer and Greek TALISMAN
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editor; Robyn Rabbeth, Newstaff for WKYU; Sharon Pennington,
TALISMAN staff; and Jennifer Williamson, captain of Western's
cheerleading squad.

Next fall, Linda Moraja will serve as

Panhellenic Vice President.
The school year was soon drawing to a close, but not before
another AOPi was bestowed with an honor.
crowned Miss Western!

Jennifer Drury was

The pageant is mainly based on the talent

competition, in which Jennifer captured the audience's attention
with her selection from thE;. musical "Cabaret".

We were all so

proud to be her sisters!!!
Throughout the p,ast year we turned many of our dreams into
realities!

Overall, it was a tremendous year, and we are

anxiously awaiting a new one.

We have high hopes of continuing

our successes and letting our light shine for others.
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1985-86
By:

Lisa Burnett, Recording Secretary

* * *
The fall Rush of 1985 proved very successful by showing
rushees that there "is no place like AOPi" in the Wizard of WKU
skit.

Rush chairman, Ann Hancock, was very dedicated and led us

to the successful rush we experienced.

During Rush, a special

visitor, Kirsten Eastwood, who was a Chapter Consultant, visited
and added a bright light to our Rush activities.
our hard work and

..
dedication,

our efforts produced quota of 32

pledges for the Alpha Chi chapter .
was a unique individual.

Through all of

As per tradition, each pledge

The pledges were under close supervision

and the strong leadership of Pledge Educator, Lynn Baker.
Throughout pledgeship, the pledge class of "32 Risky Roos"
had many rewarding experiences.

A sleepover on the AOPi floor, a

sundae party and a Rosebuddy dinner were some events which started
the semester off for our new pledges.

The pledges placed second

in the Spirit Award contest during Pledge Olympics which was
sponsored by Panhellenic and Interfraternity Council.

The

pledges planned a festive pledg·e -act-iv-e danc-e going "-Back to the
50's". It was a fun-filled evening of poodle skirts, penny
loafers, pony tails and scarves.

On January 25, 1986, 28 of the

pledge class of 32 bloomed into a beautiful bouquet of AOPi.
Initiation began at 8:00 a.m . at the Newman Center.

Following the

ceremony, festivities continued with a brunch at Rafferty's and
the Initiation dance that evening at Manhattan Towers.
were given as follows:

Awards

Outstanding Pledge - Angie Smith and Best

Big/Lil Sis Award - Melanie Locke and Debbie Dobernic.
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Our Parent's Day, which was in November, provided a perfect
day for parents to see what kind of influence and role AOPi can
play in their daughter's life, which was especially beneficial for

f

the pledge's parents.

It was held at the Holidome Holiday Inn.

Activities included speeches given by the President, Pledge
Educator, Pledge Class President, and special guest speaker, Scott
Taylor, who i s the Panhel lenic Advisor.

Singing and awards given

by the Chapter Relations Commit t ee fo l lowed the speakers .

Tami

Meredith and her mother rece i ved the Mother/Daughter Look Alike
...

Award; Leigh Ann Bristol and her father received the
Father/Daughter Look Alike Award; the "Parents Who Traveled the
Farthest'' award was presented to Julie Harris' parents from
Florida.

Jul i e Harris read a very sentimental poem she wrote

herself cal l ed "Thank you for my AOII ''.

The day was a huge

success and parents left with a good feeling for the involvement
of AOPi in their daughter's life.
Our philanthropy work this year was a Rock-a-thon cosponsored by the Delta Tau Deltas.

Karen Keown was the chairman

and put in much hard work to make it the success it was .

Rocking

chairs were set up at · Kroger with s ome rocking while others
co l lected donations.

Although it was a very cool day, we all had

a good time.
Homecoming was a festive occasion working with the men of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

The theme of this year's Homecoming was

Rocki n' Around the Clock .

Our Homecoming Queen candidate was

Leigh Ann Bristol who was the runner-up.

Immediately following

the Homecoming game against Morehead State, a reception was hosted
for all alumnae and collegiates at the AOPi apartment at Riviera .
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This school year seven sisters received little sister bids
from fraternities .

These are as follows:

Lynne Klingeman, Pi

Kappa Alpha; Laura Simmons, Pi Kappa Alpha; Ann Satterfield, Sigma
Phi Epsilon; Nancy Rivers, Lambda Chi Alpha; Leigh Ann Bristol,
Sigma Nu; and Nancy Hauskins, Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Other honorees who should be recognized include Jennifer
Drury who won our Miss Western Pageant and Jennifer Williamson who
was named Co - Captain of the Western cheerleading squad.
Spring Sing soon came up, and we performed a show of "The
Rainbow Connection" ~nder the direction of Lynn Baker and Debbie
Dobernic.

With each girl dressed in a pastel color of pink or
'

blue with satin pastel cummerbunds and pastel ribbon wands, AOPi
created a picture of a rainbow and won a well - deserved second
place.
As Sigma Chi Derby rolled around, AOPi was bursting with
energy .

We helped raise money for Sigma Chi's philanthropy,

Potter's Childrens Home.

Sandra Primm, our Derby Darling

candidate, was crowned Derby Darling.

Overall, we won many events

adding up to a first place finish in Sigma Chi Derby.
Another annual event we participated in was Sigma Nu
Powder Puff.

It proved to be very competitive as usual, but AOPi

came out on top after defeating rival ADPi in the championship
game.

This year was extra special because we received the

travelling trophy to keep due to our three year winning streak.
Social activities brought about much excitement this school
year.

With a hayride at Kooster Farms, AOPi's and dates rode on

the hay covered wagon under the star lit night, but also had to
warm up by the fire due to the very cool night.
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Other social

activities included a Pledge Acceptance dance, Pledge- active dance
and topping the semester off with a back- to - back Spring Formal and
Senior Send- off dance .

Spring Formal was called Rose Formal and

was a very memorable weekend.

It was held at Ken Lake.

afternoon consisted of boating, swimming, and sunning.

The
The dinner

and dance that evening wrapped up the weekend festivities.

At the

Senior Send-off dance, the following seniors were honored:

Cindy

Elmore, Kelly Ford, Janice Albert, Barbara Koehler, Debbie Weimer,
Julie Harris, and Betsy Davis.
The Officers for the 85 - 86 Term Were as Follows:
President - Kirn Welborn
Administrative Vice President - Julie Ross
Pledge Educator - Melanie Locke
Recording Secretary - Ronda Finley
Corresponding Secretary - Jennifer Baute
Treasurer - Nancy Rivers
Chapter Relations Chairman - Janet Hoover
Other exciting news from our Corporation indicates that we
may have a house on Normal Drive by the beginning of next year if
all agreements go through.
Overall, we feel this year has been a very successful one due
to our strong leadership and strong alumnae advisory committee.
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1986-87 By Emily Hazelrigg
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERISTY 1987 TALISMAN
A TIME OF CHANGE

***
Whether the organizations were already well-established or
being rebuilt from the ground up, three sororities made academics a
top priority this year.
Alpha Omicron Pi's 87 members worked hard to raise their grade
point average.

..

"Our grades aren't as high as we would like for them to be,
but they have improved over the last year," President Kirn Welborn,
a Madisonville senior, ' said.
The group had more than grades to think about, though .
dedicated their newly bought house in October.

They

"We've had to do

some things differently to try to incorporate the house since the
house is new," Welborn said .

"We tried to have more activities in

the house and food after meetings so people would stay and talk and
visit."
The organization was l arge, so members were abl e to
pa r tic i pate in more activities on campus and in the community.
The AOPis participated in the Girl Scouts Sleep- i n and worked
at the finish line of the Wendy's Classic l0K in the fall.

They

also co-sponsored a Greek picnic with Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity in
the spring.
AOPi devoted much effort to raising money for its
philanthropy, the Arthritis Foundation.

The sorority held a Rock -

a - thon in which its members rocked in rocking chairs for 24 hours
and collected money.

The fall pledges also trick-or-treated for

donations to the charity.
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Along with helping others, the AOPis devoted time to
furthering their own chapter.
"We had a very successful initiation dance in January and
pledge- active dance last fall," Welborn said.
HONORS FOR 86 - 87
Sigma Nu Powder Puff Football Tournament Champions
Sigma Nu Powder Puff Football Tournament Spirit Award
Kappa Delta Washboard--Second Place
Greek Week Softb~ll Tournament Champions
Sigma Chi Derby Darlin'
fEGIONAL AWARD HONORS
The Apple Pie Award
Management Excellence
Financial Repcrting Excellence
Excellence in Rush Reporting
Alum Advisory Committee Recognition
Rush Excellence
Corporation Excellence
Exceptional Performance Standards
Alumnae Service Award--Karen Towell
The key to a great sorority is the girls that make up its
membership.
Rush.
girls.

This is why Alpha Chi puts such hard work into Formal

Our emphasis is on pledging quota and the best possible
After the 1986 Fall Rush, plans were already being made for

1987 Fall Rush .

Our Rush Chairman worked hard at planning Rush

Workshops beginning in the Spring.

These workshops were for the

purpose o~ saving time in the fall by getting the new initiates
acquainted with the Rush techniques and procedures and getting the
older members to brush up on what they had already learned.

This

year a Rush Co- Chairman was elected to help the Chairman and to
take over the office of Chairman after Fall Rush.
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This spring we also put on a Rush Party for the Sigma Kappa's
which gave them a chance to see how Rush works, and it gave our new
initiates some experience in front of an audience.
workshop before fall is planned for the summer .

Our last

This is to allow

more time to be spent on learning background about the rushees
before Rush parties begin.
Fall Rush will consist of four parties.

The first party is

"Welcome to Western," which stresses involvement in Greek Life in
general.

The second party i~based on a Department Store "selling"

AOII items.

The third party, called the Theme Party, is titled

"Wizard of WKU."
what we stand for.

This party shows the rushees more about AOPi and
It stresses individuality and sisterhood .

And

last the fourth party, "Preference" is when we get the chance to
focus on the rushees we want to present AOPi to the rushees in a
one-on-one more serious tone.
Without the dedication of the Rush Chairman, Co-Chairman and
participating members, Rush would not be as successful as it has
been in the past, and a successful rush means a strong sorority.
Alpha Chi chapter has planned many activities to help us
realize our goals.

Some of our activities include sisterhood

committees, awarenesses, and retreats planned by Chapter Relations;
ritual workshops and discussions; increasing involvement in our
philanthr~pic projects; and striving to re- obtain our floor in the
dorm.

Many of our activities include those trying to integrate our

new house.
Our major concern is incorporating our new house into our
chapter.

There are a lot of members finding it difficult to accept

the house as part of our activities .
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They tend to regard the

people in the house as "house people," and this has been causing
some conflicts of interest.

We have been trying to solve this

problem with more reasons to visit the house and also having
awareness to air our differences.

This cute red and white house

filled with love is used for our meetings, workshops, and
fellowships.

The girls enjoy having a house to carry on their

activities in an ordinary way .
The Alpha Omicron Pi house is more than just a house, it is a
home away from home for each Jndividual AOII member.
ALPHA CHI LEADERS FOR 1987-1988
Jresident--Julie Ross
Vice President--Cheryl Smith
Vice President/Pledge Educator-- Lisa Burnett
Corresponding Secretary--Sandra Primm
Chapter Relations - Lisa Young
Rush- -Debbie Dobernic
Social--Liz Weedman
Panhellenic--Melanie Locke
Scholarsh.ip--Amy Roberson
Keeper of The Ritual - -Karen Keown
Fraternity Education--Sharon Wade
Historian- - Emily Hazelrigg
1987 INTERNATIONAL HONORS RECEIVED AT PALM DESERT
Distinguished Service Award
Corporation Achievement Certificate
Chapter Cer~ificate of Achievement
Regional Director Award-- Elaine Kennedy
Muriel T. McKinney Award--Karen Towell
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Rush Excellence
Quota
Headquarters Cooperation Cup
Cardinal Circle-- Sandy Gover, Rachel Allen
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ALPHA CHI NEWSLETTER
FALL of 1988

***
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE AT WKU
Though school was not in session, the summer of 1988 was a
very eventful one for our Alpha Chi chapter.

We had the

privilege of hosting the Leadership Conference here in Bowling
Green, with Harriet Largen serving as Chairman.
with many awards for our chapter.

We were honored

Among them were:

Most... in Attendance
Outstanding Philanthropic Fundrais i ng Award
Collegiate Financial Management Award
,
Apple Pie Award
Rush Excellence Award
Corporation Excellence
Alumnae Service Award--Karen Towell
Outstanding Collegiate President--Julie Ross
Alpha Chi kicked off another successful semester with an
excellent Rush, which was highlighted by a new "Getting to Know
You" party.
AOPi Kindercollege found the Alpha Chis donned in little
girls' red-and white polka dot dresses, hair ribbons and lacetrimmed socks.

With the room being decorated like a nursery

school, the rushees visited sections such at "Toybox,"
"Playhouse," and "Mommy's Jewelry Box."
Singing "What are AOPi's Made Of?", "AOPi Playmate," and
other nur~ery rhymes, the Alpha Chis charmed 48 wonderful
pledges, and once again reached quota.
Because the chapter worked so hard on songs, props, etc.,
last Spring, a Summer Workshop was not necessary.

However, the

Alpha Chis shocked the other six so=orities by leaving campus for
two nights--off to the first off-campus Rush Retreat in Western's
Rush history!
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In these two days, the Alpha Chis "roughed it," learned
proper Rush techniques, and rebonded any gaps left from
Summertime.

Their hard work and close sisterhood paid off when

48 of Western's top rushees pledged the best on campus.

Not

only did we make quota, but we all got involved around campus to
receive the following awards :
Pike's Peak Week Overall Winner
Spirit Award (Pike's Peak Week)
1st P)ace Lip Synch
Lambda Chi Alpha Watermelon Fest Overall Winner
1st Place Volleyball Tournament
1st Place Wacky Games
1st Place Scavenger Hunt
1st Place Miss Fall Fest
1st Place Spirit Award
1st Place Pledge Olympics
Two major Philanthropic events took place in October:

the

Second Annual Mixer on Wheels, and the Girl Scout Sleep-in.

The

Mixer on Wheels gave Western's Greeks the opportunity to display

their roller skating skills at Greenwood Skate Center in Bowling
Green .

The proceeds from this event, which was held on

October 10, were donated to Arthritis Research Grants.
On October 21, the AOPis assisted the Bowling Green area
Girl Scouts at a slumber party held in the Greenwood Mall.
The excitement of Homecoming is filtering through campus as
October is approaching rapidly .

Marking the event with the

theme "The Night of the Living Red," Alpha Chi elected senior
Patty Signorello as chairman, being assisted by Amy Capps, Leigh
Ann Young, Laura Lentz, and Missy Grasham.
81

Triple with Kappa

Alpha and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternities, Alpha Chi is honored
to have Lisa Cummings, a Franklin, KY, senior to represent them
as Homecoming Queen Candidate .
Much of the excitement brought by Homecoming is the
participation of the Alpha Chi alums.

From 3 p.m. until game

time, the Bowling Green alums are hosting an Appetizer at the
AOPi house, 1566 Normal Drive in Bowling Green.
Many social events have taken place this semester, with
Alpha Chi placing first.

However, one event is especially
~

outstanding as Ruth Hosse wins the title of Lambda Chi Miss Fall
Festival, carrying on the tradition set by Lisa Cummings last
year
The success of this semester has inspired us all, and we
are all looking forward to the 1989 Spring semester in hopes
that it too will bring us many deserving rewards.
1988 - 89 CHAPTER OFFICERS
President-- Sharon Wade
Administrative Vice President--Ruth Hosse
Pledge Educator- -Lindy Foster
Corresponding Secretary--Missy Gresham
Recording Secretary--Shelly Brown
Treasurer/Disbursements- -Teresa Summers
Treasurer/Receipts - -Karen Wood
Chapter Relations --Sherri Anthony
Rush Chairrnan--Julie Caldwell
Panhellenic Chairman-- Robbin Morrison
Social Chairman--Lisa Cummings
Scholarship Chairman- -Natalie White
Membership Education--Tracie Miller
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Assistant Panhellenic--Carla Booth
Pledge Treasurer--Michelle Carter

r

Keeper of the Ritual --Robbin Morrison
Parlimentarian- -Laura Eaton
Public Relations Director--Tammy Owens
Philanthropic Chairman--Tammi Ahart
Song Leader--Amy Spaulding

f

Historian(s) Lisa McCall and Jennifer Junier
House Mana~er--Sandra Primm

r

Chaplain--Amy Branch
Pi Guy Coordinator--Missy Hunt
Alumnae Relations --Vickie Mandeville
Activities Chairman--Suzanne Hardi son
Spirit Chairman(s) -- Diana Abdullah and Amy Newberry
Chapter Relations Committee:

Amy Bristol, Shaun Brantley
Amy Branch

Pledge Board-- Amy Newberry, Tonya Tucker, and Emily Hazelrigg
Western Kentucky University Panhellenic President--Amy Branch

.I
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ALPHA CHI
1. When was your chapter chartered? Alpha Chi was chartered
May 8, 1965, at Western Kentucky State College, Bowling Green,
Kentucky. Pictures are included.
2
Who ·were the founding alumnae and/or officers? Rachel Smith
Al len, Clyde Boulton Cates, Rho, Gloria Hovious and Evelyn
Campbell . The honorary members installed were Ruth Phi l lyrd Hi l l
(Mrs. Murray, Sr.), Mary Rice Wallace (Mrs O. H. ), Olive Hi ldreth
Gi l lespie (Mrs. N. 0.), Al ice Haneline Griffin (Mrs. Houston),
Loui se Monin Diddle (Mrs. Ed, Sr.), Mary El ler Diddle (Mrs. Ed.,
Jr.), Callie Baldin Holland (Mrs. J C.), Mary Emma Baldin Kincaid
(Mrs. H. P.), and Thalen Ogg Lange (Mrs. Glenn).
2a. Who were the installing officers?
First International Vice
Pres i dent, Jessie McAdam Larned (Mrs. Grant); Expansion Di rector,
Virginia Boggess Mylander (Mrs. Walter C., Jr.) and Mrs. Linda
Wittman , Nu Omicron--Colony Supervisor.
'

3
Who were the charter members? Charter members of Alpha Chi
Chapter: J anice White, Barbara Labaold, Beth McDaniel, Kathy
White, Frances Townes, Sandy Johnson.
Karen Warren, Carol Crady, Yvonne Ashby, Jackie Roper, Joyce
Perkins, Carolyn Hancock, Linda Huyck, Linda Broderson, Karen
Fiddelke, Kay Twaryonas.
Verona Meadows, Jane Dunning, Reba Cain, Mary Alice Houchins,
Ruth Ann Koostra and Juanita Overhultz.
(To Dragma of Al pha
Omicron Pi, Autumn of 1965). Article reprint and Picture
included.
3a.
If this was a "local" chapter prior to being installed as an
AOII chapter, give history of original group also.
The sorori ty of Kappa Delta Alpha of Western Kentucky State
Co l lege was formed as a result of two consolidations--the
conso l idation of Bowling Green Business University with Western
Kentucky State College and the merger of its two sororities; Delta
Theta, established in 1928, and Pi Kappa Beta, established in
1932. In September of 1963, these two groups of sorority members,
wi t h additional charter members, petitioned Western Kentucky State
College . to become a recognized campus sorority.
In November of
1963, the twenty-two charter members were accepted as an
established sorority on Western's campus.
Alpha Chi colony of Alpha Omicron Pi was pledged November 8, 1964,
at the Bowling Green campus of Western Kentucky State College.
Sixteen collegiate members were pledged to the colony by Adele K.
Hinton (Mrs. Frederick W.) Rho--Northwestern University; and Mary
Ann Ri ce Caldwell (Mrs. Robert R.) Tau Delta--Birmingham-Southern
College.

1

Alpha Chi is named for Rachel Allen, the alumnae member, who was
advisor for Pi Kappa Beta at Bowling Green Business University
and Kappa Delta Alpha at Western Kentucky State College and
Clyde Boulton Cates (Mrs . John A.), Rho, who was a fac u lty member.
4.
Has the chapter always been active? Alpha Chi has been
recognized on Western's campus as one of the outstanding
sororities; they have excelled on a Regional and National level
winning many awards.
5
Where was your first house/room/suite? Alpha Chi's first
house was a leased, five-room, large hall, apartment combination
on the first floor located at 1220 State Street.
It was furnished
in August, 1975, and the official dedication was held in
conjunction with the Tenth Re 11nion, January 19, 1975.
This house became pctrt of a~ estate and was sold in 1981.
In
January of 1982, Alpha Chi movGd across the street to 1239 a
comparable house which was also owned by the estate and remained
there until 1984. PJ1 office suite was then leased from Riviera
Apartments on Lovers ~ane from 1984 until the purchase of the
house in 1986.
Sa
What are your facilities now? Alpha Chi purchased a house at
15 66 Normal Drive, which is centrally located on Western's campus,
that accommodates 11 members and a house director.
The house was
dedicated October 4, 1986
(Pictures enclosed)
6.

What honors have been bestowed on your chapter?
AOII HONORS

1965
1967
1971
1973
1975
1977

1978
1979

1980

Newest Chapter Award
Honorable Mention Perry Award--Judy O'Hair
Distinguished Service Cup
Rose Award--Clyde Cates
Scholarship Cup
Diamond Jubilee Scholarship--Vicki A. Colliver
Rose Award--Rachel Allen
Central Office Cooperation Cup
Corporation Achievement Certificate
Outstanding Alumnae Chapter--Bowling Green
Scholarship Award
Outstanding Treasurer Award--Sherry Hartford
Corporation Excellence
Central Office Cooperation Cup
Corporation Achievement Certificat8
Distinguished Service Award
Philanthropic Award
Rose Award--Karen Towel l
Chapter Limitation
Corporation Certificate of Achievement
?romotional Display
Cheer Contest
Leadership Award--Jane Goodin

2

1981
1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

Fraternity Education
SO-year Service Award--Clyde Cates, Rho
Corporation Certificate
Leadership Award--Linda Davidson
Outstanding Program Award
Outstanding Chapter Relations
Outstanding Financial Management
Pledging Quota
Academic Achievement
Corporation Certificate of Excellence
Distinguished Service Award
Corporation Excellence
Rose Award--Alice Griffin
Leadership Award- - Ang'l:la Schieman
Alumnae Service Award--Rachel Allen
Corporation Excellence
Scholarship
Rose Award- - Jo~ce Hudson
Quota
Certificate of Achievement
Corporation Achievement Certificate
Rush
The Apple Pie Award
Rush Excellence
Excellence in Rush Reporting
Financial Reporting Excellence
Management Excellence
Quota
Alum Advisory Committee Recognition
Corporation Excellence
Exceptional Performance Standards
Outstanding Advisor of the Regian--Karen Towell
Distinguished Service Award
Corporation Board Achievement Certificate
Chapter Certificate of Achievement
Regional Director Award--Elaine Kennedy
Muriel T. McKinney Award--Karen Towell
Rush Excellence
Quota
Headquarters Cooperation Cup
Cardinal Circle--Sandy Gover, Rache l Allen
Chapter Display
Rush Award
Corporation Excellence
Alumnae Service Award--Karen Towell
Outstanding Collegiate President--Julie Ross
Quota
Most Improved Alumnae Chapter--Bowling Green
Distinguished Service Award
Quota Honor Roll
Certificate of Achievement
Corporation Certificate of Achievement
Bowling Green Alumnae Achievement Certificate
Alumnae Advisory Certi fi cate Award
3

6.b
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971 -72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76

1976-77

1977-78
1978-79

1979-80
1980-81

1981-82

1982-83

CAMPUS HONORS
Phi Delta Sing, ADII 500
First place: Scholarship, ADII 500, Athenian Queen,
Ruth Ann Koostra
Winner of University Day at the Boy's Club, ADII 500
First place: ADII 500, Spring Sing
Second place: November Nonsense, Sigma Chi Derby Week,
Homecoming Float
First place:
ADII 500, Athenian Queen, Claudia Houston
First place:
Regent's Award--Homecoming Float, Sigma
Kappa Fish Relay, ADII 500
First place: Highest GPA, ADII 500
Second place: Ray's Chicken Eating Contest
First place: Chariot Race--Greek Week, ADII 500
First place: Alumn~ Award--Homecoming Float, ADII 500
Second place: Turkey Trot
First place: ADII 500
Second place: Campus Basketball, Sorority Intramurals,
First place: ,Panhellenic Scholarship Award, ADII 500,
Sigma Nu Powder Puff, Sorority Volleyball, Sorority
Basketball
Second place: Spring Sing, Campus Basketball, Campus
Volleyball
Third place: November Nonsense, Sorority Intramurals
First place: Special Olympics Volunteer Champs, ADII 500,
President's Award--Homecoming Float, ADII Best Decorations
Award
Third place: Sigma Nu Powder Puff, Sorority Intramurals
First place: Greek Week, ADII 500
Second place: Spring Sing
First place: Intramural Football, KD Washboard, ADII 500
Second place: Sigma Nu Powderpuff, Intramural Basketball,
Intramural Volleyball
Third place: Spring Sing, Greek Week Track and Field
First place: Intramural Vollleyball, ADII 500,
Intramural Basketball, Greek Week Track and Field, Sigma
Nu Powder Puff
First place: Basketball, Volleyball, Bowling, Billiards,
Table Tennis, Softball, ADII 500, ADII 500 Spirit Award,
Greek Week
Greek Week Events: Spring Sing, Penny Drive, Blood Drive
Bike Race
Second place: Badminton, Racquetball, Backgammon
·Third place: November Nonsense, Sigma Chi Derby
First place: Sigma Nu Powder Puff, Sigma Chi Derby, KD
Trophy, Greek Week, Greek Week Events--Penny Drive,
Blood Drive, Pancake Breakfast, Banner, Volleyball,
Sorority Excellence--Linda Davidson
Second place: November Nonsense, Greek Feud, Backgammon
First place: KO Washboard, Sigma Nu Powder Puff, Most
valuable player--Becky Woods, Basketball, Softball, Ping
Pong
Singles and Doubles, Racquetball, ADII 500, Sorority
4

1983 - 84

1984-85

1985-86

1986-87

1987 - 88

1 988 - 89

Excellence Award
Second place: Badminton
Third place: November Nonsense, Bowling
Fi rst place: Kappa Delta Washboard, Sigma Nu Powderpuff,
Won Traveling Trophy for both events, Academic Highest
GPA, Greek Woman, Susan Albert, Greek Week Softball
Second place: Greek Week
Third place: Spring Sing
First place : Outstanding Greek Advisor, Karen To~ell,
Outstanding Greek Woman, Angie Schieman, Chi Omega
Nonsense , Turkey Trot, Ping Pong Doubles,
Basketball, Volleyball
Second place : KD Washboard, Swimming, Table Tennis,
Spring Sing, Greek Week
Third place: Badminton, Bowling
First place : Miss Western Pageant, Jennifer Drury
Sigma Chi Derby, Sigma Nu Powder Puff, Traveling Trophy
to keep for winning three consecutive years .
Sigma Chi Derby Spirit Winner
Second place: Spring Sing, Kappa Delta Washboard
First place: Sigma Nu Powder Puff Football Tournament
Champions, ·Sigma Nu Powder Puff Football Tournament
Spirit Award, Greek Week Softball Tournamen~ Champions,
Sigma Chi Derby Darlin'
Second place : Kappa Delta Washboard
First place: Sigma Nu Powder Puff Football Tournament,
Volley Ball
Second place: Chariot Race
Third place : Spring Sing, Tug - of - War , Sigma Chi Derby,
Lambda Chi Fall Festival Queen
First place: Lip Sync, Pikes Peak Week, Lambda Chi Alpha
Watermelon Fest, Wacky games, Miss Fall Festival,
Spirit Award---Watermelon Fest and Pikes Peak Week,
Scavenger Hunt, Pledge Olympics, Pledge Scholarship
Second place: Combined Pledge-Active Scholarship
COMMUNITY
Girl Scout Sleep- in annual event

5

7.

How has your chapter contributed to AOII, the campus and the
community?
The Alpha Chi Chapter established "Have a Heart Day" in
Bowling Green. On this day they give out balloons around
campus and the community to remind people of the importance
of arthritis support . They also trick or treat for arthritis
and contribute financially to the local and Kentucky
Arthritis Foundation and to the national research grants .
They participate in the annual Girl Scout Sleep- in which is
held at the Greenwood Mall. Activities are planned for the
Girl Scouts for the entire night. Pumpkins are given out on
Halloween, and Christmas stockings are distributed during the
Christmas season. The AOIIs help to collect money for the
Wallace Village through an event hosted by the Sigma Chi
fraternity.
Contributions are also made to the Cedar Lake
Lodge. Several of the collegiates serve as volunteers for
the local Girls Club. B~: Cheryl Stark Rushing

8.

Who are your distinguished alumnae, in the area of AOII
and/or other fields?
Include local, state , national and international achievers.
This is answered in question 11, and the year - by-year history.

9. What traditions are distinctly your chapter's?
The annual Girl Scout Sleep- in, working with

1

500 members.

10 . Does your chapter excell in any phase(s) of Fraternity or
Campus activities?
Much of Alpha Chi's strength lies in its long tradition
of stressing fraternity education--especially Ritual - -to
its members. As a new chapter, the members were frantic
to learn Ritual speeches and procedures- -less they forget .
There was no one to teach them as the alumnae were initiated
with the collegians.
Charter members laugh about "practicing"
several times each day in May of 1965--so they would not forget
before school began in September . They did not forget--and
they took seriously the responsibility of teaching new
initiates the elements of Ritual . Since the chapter's
beginning, the CP has memorized Ritual and all members have
been required to know the Warden's Speeches, the Object
of the Fraternity, the Pledge, the Song, the Motto and the Submotto. The knowledge of AOII's basic tennants has
influenced all other aspects of fraternity education and chapter
operation. Education of chapter members has always been a
weekly task . The capabilities of the various teachers
have varied--but the interest of the chapter i n knowing about
AOII has not. Pledges are taught about AOII with much
enthusiasm, collegians are reminded about history and kept
current by the Membership Educator through printed materials
and oral presentations. The administration of the yearly
fraternity education exam is also taken seriously.
6

Fraternity education has a long tradition of excellence
at Alpha Chi. Alpha Chi has enjoyed many long-standing
traditions of excellence. The chapter has retired more
than one trophy.
Their walls and cabinets are filled with
trophies won over the years. The ADII 500 was held for
15 years --and AOII won it every year. This contest evolved
into Greek Week. AX prides itself on its athletic
abilities, winning the Powder Puff Football Trophy many
times.
They retired two trophies--winning it three years
in a row twice. Whatever the contest, AOII not placing
first, second or third is indeed rare.
The chapter has pledged quota and has been at or above
ceiling since the 1970's. The chapter loves to rush- - to grow
by extending their friendship circle to pledges. Rush
brings the chapter together and binds them tightly.
By : Karen Towell
11.

Have you had, or do you now have, any outstanding advisers,
corporation leaders or regional officers who have
significantly contributed to the development of your chapter?
Rose Award recipients who have served as advisors to AX.
Clyde Cates 1973
Rachel Smith Allen 1977
Karen Fiddelke Towell 1979
Alice Haneline Griffin 1983
Joyce Cherry Hudson 1985
Members who have served in other capacities are:
Sherry Hartford - Regional Finance Officer
Marsha Bird Bordus - Regional Director
Sandy Alford Gover - Regional Director
Chairman of Regional Convention 1983
Elaine Kennedy - Regional Vice President and
Recipient of Outstanding Regional Director Award
Karen Fiddelke Towell - Muriel McKinney Award
Regional Alumnae Award 1986 and 1988
and also served as Regional Director and Extension Officer
Claire Edgington - Traveling Consultant
Nancy Spires - Traveling Consultant
Regional Rush Officer--Regional Director
Harriet Largen Lair - Regional Convention Chairman 1988
Joyce Hudson - CPA
7

Rachel Allen - Regional Alumnae Award 1983
Regional Nominations Chairman 1988
Nominations Committee Member 1982
Presidential Citations 1982 and 1983
Chapter Advisor 1964 - 83
Corporation President 1972 - 1989
Alice Griffin - Corporation Treasurer 1972-1988
Judy Bryant McGinnis - Rush Advisor 1978-1 988
Secretary to Corporation 1978-1988
12. Do you have a Mothers' Club, Fathers' Club, Parents Club,
other?
A Mothers' Club was established in 1975.
Parents' Day is celebrated the first home football game
after homecoming.
13. Do you have an annual event?
14. Do you have a newsletter?

Mother/daughter luncheon.

Submit samples, old and new.

Newsletter submitted for 1979 and 1988.
15. Think again, is there anything else concerning your
chapter that needs to be included in the AOII archives?
A c~mplete histo~y of Alpha Chi is being submitted for
the archives to accompany the questions from the
questionnaire.

8

ALPHA CHI'S PRESIDENTS
1964 - Yuvonne Ashby

1989 - Robbin Morrison

1965 - Juan ita 0. Brown
1966 - Karen F. Towell
1967 - Judy O'Hair
1968 - Pam Sokora
1969 - Kathy Bra~haw
1970 - Marsha Bird Bordas
1971 - Dolly Carisle
1972 - Susan Tassie
1973 - Janice Cassady
1974 - Donna Mann
1975 - Cathy Dorton
1976 - Sue Spieser
1977 - Claire Edgington
1978 - Lisa Berry
1979 - Susan Mabrey
1980 - Shawn McCullough
1981 - Linda Davidson
1982 - Theresa Tooley Lowe
1983 - Carla Spires
1984 - Susan Albert
1985 - Michelle Martin
1986

Kim Welborn

1987 - Julie Ross
1988 - Sharon Wade
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CHARTER MEMBERS of Alpha Chi chapter are from left, front row:
Jeannie Gearheart, Janice White. Barbara Labaold, Beth McDaniel,
Kathy White, Frances Townes, Sandy Johnson.
Second row: Karen Warren (pledge), Carol Crady, Yvonne Ashby,
Jacl:ie Roper, Joyce Perkins, Carolyn Hancock, Linda Huycl:, Linda ·
Broderson, Karen Fiddelke, Kay Twaryonas. Marilann Melton.
Third row: Ve rona Meadows, Jane Dunning, Chaelene Stout, Reba
Cain, Mary Alice Houchins, Ruth Ann Koostra and Juanita Overhultz.
RECEIVING guests at the Alpha Chi chapter installation reception
May 9 were from left, Rachel Smith Allen (Mrs. Neil). Clyde Boulton
Cales (Mrs. John A.). Linda Wittman, Jessie McAdam Larned (Mrs,
Grant). Virginia Boggess Mylander (Mrs. Walter C.), Dean of Women
Mary Burt, Edith Huntington Aderson ( Mrs. Arthur K.). and Juanita
Overhultz.

Ma]> 1965 ceren1onials
install third chapter
in Kentucky
by Kathy White
Alpha Chi-Western Kentucky State College

H

APPINESS reigned over the Alpha Chi Chapter
May 8 during its installation at Western Kentucky
State College, Bowling Green.
First International Vice President, Jessie McAdam
Larned ( l\frs. Grant) and Expansion Director, Virginia
Boggess M ylander ( Mrs. Walter C., Jr.) were assisted by
Linda ·wittman, Nu Omicron-Vanderbilt University,
Colony supervisor and Delta Omega, Nu Omicron, and
Beta Chi Collegiates with the installation of Alpha Chi
Chapter. The installation was held at \Vestern Hills
restaurant.
The festivities began Friday night, May 7, with a tea
for the international officers given by the chapter. Follow4

ing the ritual installation l\fay 8, the traditional Rose
Banquet planned by Rachael Smith Allen (l\frs. Neil)
was held in the K entucky room of the Holiday Inn. Ending the weekend a reception arranged by Clyde Boulton
Cates (Mrs. John A.) Rho-Northwestern Cniversity,
was held in the College Student Union Building. Present
at the reception were college dignitaries, the collegiates'
framilies and iriends, and members of the other sororities
and fraternities on campus.
Installed with the collegiates were alumnae mem!Jers
Rachel Allen, Gloria Hovious, and Evelyn Camphell. The
honorary members installed were Ruth Phillvrd H ill
(Mrs. 1forray, Sr.) , ?IIary Rice Wallace (Mrs.· 0. H. ) ,
Olive Hildreth Gillespie (:\Irs. ::,,;_ 0.), .-\lice Haneline
Griffin (Mrs. Houston ), Louise ;\Ionin Diddle Pirs. Ed,
Sr.), l\fary Eller Diddle (:drs. Ed., Jr.), Collie Baldin
Holland (Mrs. J. C. ) , ~Iary Emma Baldin Kincaid
(Mrs. H.P.), and Thalen Ogg Lange ( :.Irs. Glerin ) .
The College enrollment is near 7,000 for 1965. \.Yestern
is a fully accredited college. It has grown in nine years
from I.684 to 7,000.
Alpha Chi chapter named for Rachel S mith ..\lien and
Clyde Boulton Cates. adYisers of the chapter, was originally Kappa Delta Alpha local sorority. Alpha Chi became a colom· November S. 1964.
The instaliation of ..\lpha Chi Chapter has brought
much closeness and friendliness to the collegiate members and A lpha Omicron Pi members eYerrvhere.
AUTUI-<L.'-i of 1965- To Dragma of ALPHA Oi\llCRON Pl

ALPHA CHI HOUSE DEDICATION
October 4, 1986
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